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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents the UbiBroker, an event-based communication middleware
for ubiquitous computing environments. The experimental computing environ-
ment used in the thesis is provided by the UBI-hotspots, a network of pervasive
displays deployed around Oulu. The functional requirements for the UbiBroker
are elicited from the long-term experience in developing and maintaining the mid-
dleware software layer for the UBI-hotspots, including support for distributed ad
hoc applications triggered by user input and context events, interoperability with
a wide range of computing platforms, stability, and simplicity to reduce the bur-
den of application developers.

The UbiBroker enables ad hoc composition of distributed applications by refer-
ential decoupling of communicating processes with a communication model based
on events and topic-based publish/subscribe messaging paradigm. The UbiBro-
ker is implemented using the open source RabbitMQ message broker that pro-
vides interoperability with a wide range of operating systems and programming
languages. The UbiBroker is subjected to comprehensive evaluation, including
heuristic assessment with the distributed systems taxonomy of Tanenbaum and
Steen, experimental performance evaluations in a lab network and in the UBI-
hotspot network, long-term production deployment in the UBI-hotspot network,
and the development of several prototype applications such as the distributed
Ubidoku game deployed on the UBI-hotspots.

The evaluations show that the UbiBroker enables easy development of dis-
tributed applications for the UBI-hotspots. Stability is demonstrated by the fact
that a single broker instance has been serving the UBI-hotspot network for five
months and so far there has not been a single incident of the broker crashing or
becoming unstable. The performance evaluations reveal hard upper limits for
the message delivery capacity of the proposed broker architecture and provide
insight into optimizing the configuration of the broker for different operating en-
vironments.

Keywords: UbiBroker, communication middleware, publish/subscribe, event-
based, Ubidoku
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Tämä työ esittelee UbiBrokerin, tapahtumapohjaisen välikerrosohjelmiston joka-
paikan tietotekniikan ympäristöihin. UBI-näytöt tarjoavat tässä työssä käytetyn
kokeellisen ympäristön. UBI-näytöt ovat verkotettuja, kokonaisvaltaisia näyttö-
jä sijoitettuna ympäri Oulua. Toiminnalliset vaatimukset UbiBrokeria varten on
saatu selville pitkäaikaisen UBI-näyttöjen välikerroksen kehittämisen ja ylläpi-
don seurauksena. Vaatimuksiin sisältyyy hajautettujen ja tilapäisten ohjelmien
tuki sekä tuki useiden alustojen yhteensopivuudelle, vakaudelle ja yksinkertaisel-
le toteutukselle tukemaan ohjelmistokehittäjien työtä.

UbiBroker mahdollistaa hajautettujen ohjelmistojen tilapäisen yhteenliittämi-
sen erottamalla prosessit toisistaan tapahtumapohjaisella, julkaisu/tilaus-tyyppisellä
viestintäperiaatteella. UbiBroker pohjautuu RabbitMQ:hun, avoimen lähdekoo-
din viestinvälitysohjelmistoon, joka tarjoaa kattavan tuen useille käyttöjärjes-
telmille ja ohjelmointikielille. UbiBroker altistetaan kattavalle arvioinnille, jossa
tarkastellaan järjestelmää Tanenbaumin ja Steenin hajautettujen järjestelmien
luokittelun pohjalta, laboratorio- ja tuotantoympäristöissä toteutettujen kokeel-
listen suorituskykymittausten kautta, pitkäaikaisen tuotantoympäristöön sijoi-
tuksen sekä useiden ohjelmistojen, kuten UBI-näytöille julkaistun Ubidoku-pelin,
kehityksen pohjalta.

Arviointi osoittaa, että UbiBroker mahdollistaa helpon hajautettujen ohjelmis-
tojen kehityksen UBI-näytöille. Ohjelmiston vakaus voidaan todentaa sen perus-
teella, että yksi viestinvälitysohjelmiston ilmentymä on palvellut UBI-näyttöjen
verkostoa yli viisi kuukautta ilman ainoatakaan kaatumista tai muuta ohjelmis-
ton epävakaudesta aiheutuvaa ongelmaa. Suorituskykymittaukset paljastavat eh-
dotetun arkkitehtuurin viestinvälityskapasiteetin rajat ja tarjoaa lähtökohtia oh-
jelmiston kokoonpanon optimointiin erilaisissa ympäristöissä.

Avainsanat: UbiBroker, välikerrosohjelmisto, julkaisu/tilaus, tapahtumapohjai-
nen, Ubidoku
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation

Back in 1991, Weiser coined the term "Ubiquitous Computing" (later ubicomp) to
refer to computers seamlessly integrated into the surrounding world [1]. He defined
the technological requirements for ubiquitous computing systems to come in three
parts: cheap, low-powered computers with displays, a network that ties components
together, and software systems implementing ubiquitous applications. It has now been
22 years since Weiser’s original article and two out of three technical requirements for
the vision have been met. People are carrying smartphones and tablet devices with
large screens in their pockets on a daily basis. These devices have been equipped with
wide range of communication interfaces connecting them to wireless networks such
as WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network), Bluetooth and mobile cellular networks.
Despite the development of aforementioned technologies, true spontaneous interaction,
as described by Kindberg et al. [2] in heterogeneous ubicomp systems has not yet been
seen.

Mobile devices are nowadays equipped with multiple networking interfaces, which
are utilized simultaneously to achieve Internet connectivity. Devices can select the best
available connection, and offer this to mobile applications through a unified interface
so that the applications do not need to concern themselves with the changes in the
network connectivity. Means such as UPnP protocols [3] have already emerged into
common networked devices to automatically harness services the local network can
offer. Operations taking place behind the scenes promote movement towards sponta-
neous interaction, but also create new requirements for the underlying network.

Middleware solutions for ubiquitous computing environments need to be flexible to
support various interaction patterns from multiple interactive applications [4]. These
applications may be used in fixed locations, or in mobile devices carried around, creat-
ing a constantly evolving environment of message exchanging endpoints. Communica-
tion middleware creates an abstraction layer, where endpoints can connect with unified
methods, regardless of their function and location in the system. Bridging hetero-
geneous clients securely to a restricted environment forces consideration of different
security aspects in the middleware.

This thesis focuses on implementing open source messaging broker to support com-
munication in ubiquitous computing environments. This thesis proposes UbiBroker,
an event-based communication solution for ubicomp systems. UbiBroker is a collec-
tion of essential services for UBI-hotspot infrastructure. UBI-hotspots are large public
interactive displays located in public places around Oulu. Purpose of this work is to
extend flexibility and capabilities of an existing infrastructure to create additional value
for application developers.

1.2. Scope and objectives

This thesis introduces basic problems and solutions behind message-oriented com-
munication middleware. The scope of this thesis is to design and implement a new
communication middleware into an existing ubiquitous computing environment.
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This thesis addresses shortcomings in the current infrastructure. First objective for
this thesis is to provide a way to decouple communicating processes in the middle-
ware. Currently implemented services use fixed addressing when referring to each
other, which makes taking services down for maintenance hard without affecting sys-
tem’s continuous operation. Second objective is to address the lack of real-time context
information delivery in the hotspots. Context information has been available, but it has
been provided on a request basis. Event-based approach is an important aspect in real
time information delivery. Third objective is to create a more accessible environment
for application developers in order to promote development of services, which are dis-
tributed across multiple hotspots. To this moment, spontaneously interacting with non
co-located hotspot users has not been possible, since there are no methods to message
user’s intentions to other displays.

These objectives are met by designing a solution, which solves all of the previ-
ously described problematic areas. The purpose of this thesis is not to develop custom
made solutions for ubiquitous communication middleware, but to implement one of
the already existing open source projects as an integral part of the environment. The
design of this solution is presented in detail, and a prototype application is developed
to validate the implementation. Middleware is also evaluated with performance mea-
surements and the design is reflected with distributed system’s paradigms. Currently
used UBI-hotspot infrastructure services are enhanced by connecting them to a newly
commissioned middleware.

1.3. Structure

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents communication middleware
concepts and solutions, which are commonly used in middleware implementations.
Example projects tackling middleware problems are presented in this chapter. Chapter
3 summarizes design principles for the middleware and it’s services. Chapter 4 intro-
duces relevant protocols, broker implementation selection process, the selected imple-
mentation, and the implementation of middleware components and services. Chapter
5 concentrates on the evaluation of the middleware by presenting reference application
implementation. Fifth chapter also evaluates broker message throughput performance
in different scenarios and reflects the system to eight basic paradigms for distributed
systems as described by Tanenbaum et al. [5]. Chapter 6 discusses the completed work
in this thesis and presents directions for future development.
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2. COMMUNICATION MIDDLEWARE

2.1. Role of communication middleware

Communication middleware is an application-layer concept allowing separate soft-
ware components to exchange information. Purpose behind using separate middleware
layer is usually to simplify design, programming, and management of applications by
streamlining communication process. Ubiquitous computing environment often con-
sist of heterogeneous devices such as personal computers, mobile phones, servers, and
contextual information producing sensors. These devices may also have different oper-
ating systems installed. Despite the operating system’s communication needs, software
executing in nodes may be communicating actively by producing information for other
components (sensors), listening messages from the middleware (logging services), or
by exchanging information with other participating applications. To successfully form
a functioning environment, these systems require a coherent way to communicate with
each other.

In early days of distributed computing, when direct communication between pro-
cesses was used, programmers were required to get involved with details of a un-
derlying network. Higher level protocols, such as TCP/IP introduced APIs to help
reduce dependency from the underlying network layers and allowed more simplified
development of distributed applications. Next phase of evolution is to hide complexity
under the communication middleware and concentrate on providing unified way for
distributed software to communicate. Communication middleware mostly resides at
the application layer in OSI model [6 p.122], containing more general-purpose proto-
cols with their own layers of operation.

2.2. Communication types

Tanenbaum et al. [6 p.124 - 125] separate different types of communication to four cat-
egories: persistent communication, transient communication, asynchronous communi-
cation, and synchronous communication. Persistent communication stores submitted
message in middleware until it can be delivered to intended receiver. This allows send-
ing application to continue executing other tasks, or close after sending the message.
Likewise, receiving party does not need to be executing when the message is submit-
ted for delivery. Transient communication stores message in middleware only for the
duration of transmission. If the receiving entity is not executing or currently is not
reachable, message is simply dropped. When using asynchronous communication, the
message sender continues immediately after submitting message to the middleware.
On the other hand, sender is blocked in synchronous communication until its delivery
request is confirmed to be accepted. The sender can be blocked until middleware has
confirmed that it will take responsibility for delivering the message, until the recipient
has confirmed that message has been received, or until the recipient returns a response
that the message has been fully processed. Different types of communication provide
separation of concerns on different levels. It is common to combine different types
of communication for message-queuing systems in order to achieve desired level of
decoupling.
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2.3. Coordination models

The following terms, defined by Aldred et al. [7], are used in this section to describe
different functionalities in a system.

An endpoint is a communicating entity able to perform interactions. Its capabilities
may be sending or receiving messages, ability to defer processing of the message to
another entity, or it may be able to communicate and also process data.

An interaction is a process where two endpoints exchange information. The most
typical form of interaction is message sending and receiving between entities.

A channel is abstract notation for the message destination. Different implementa-
tions may use terms like topic or queue for this, but for the simplicity, channel is used
here. An important notation about the channel is that it is a logical address, allowing
senders to direct messages to symbolic destinations. Message receivers may express
their interest to listen messages sent to these symbolic destinations. The channel is not
necessarily restricted to only serving one sender and one receiver, many endpoints may
share one common channel providing a possibility to achieve many-to-many messag-
ing pattern.

A message is a block of data exchanged between communicating endpoints. De-
pending on the used middleware implementation, message can also contain headers in
addition to plain data. The headers might include information like message ID, times-
tamp, or type of the data in payload. Usually data type or format is not fixed; messages
can include string type commands or requests, or a stream of bytes representing more
concrete objects. The message is usually transported over a channel.

There are three primary dimensions of decoupling provided by the message-oriented
middleware. Tanenbaum et al. [6 p.590] uses generalized terminology with distributed
systems to distinct coordination models to two different dimensions, which are tem-
poral and referential. The taxonomy of coordination models is displayed in Figure 1.
Eugster et al. [8] supplements these dimensions with a synchronization decoupling.
Different dimensions each have their own characteristics, which are presented below.
In addition to using only one of these dimensions, they may also be combined to form
compositional interaction semantics. Román et al. indicates in their work, that us-
ing decoupling information producers from information consumers increases system
reliability [9].

Figure 1. Taxonomy of coordination models.
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2.3.1. Referential decoupling

One dimension describing connectivity in distributed systems is a referential dimen-
sion. Referentially coupled parties use direct addressing for the message receiver and
therefore are aware of the receiving endpoint by some reference. This introduces refer-
ential coupling between communicating parties. The coupling can occur also through
message-oriented middleware when using receiving application’s identification for ad-
dressing the message to an endpoint.

Referential decoupling allows sender to have no explicit knowledge about the mes-
sage receiver’s address, how many participants will receive the message, or if it is
even reaching any endpoints. Likewise, the message receiver does not need to be
aware of the message sender’s identity, address, or how many entities there are send-
ing messages to the communication channel. Senders produce events through an event
distribution layer, where the message receivers are listening events they are interested
in. This introduces extensibility to the distributed system allowing installation of new
components during execution without a need for maintenance break. Referential de-
coupling is highly desirable property from a viewpoint of maintainability and manage-
ability [7].

2.3.2. Temporal decoupling

Temporally coupled interaction is restricted to occur only when both communicating
endpoints are operating concurrently during the event message transmission. For ex-
ample, peer-to-peer systems are always temporally coupled. The transition bounded-
ness of endpoints guarantees that the moment sender begins sending the message, the
receiver begins to receive it [7].

Temporally decoupled interaction allows messages to be exchanged irrespective of
the state of the communicating parties. Sending application can produce an event and
the event carrying message is stored in the middleware, until it can be delivered to
the event consumer. Functionality for temporary storing messages in the middleware
introduces temporal decoupling between event producers and event consumers. Many
message-oriented middleware implementations are based on client-server architecture
to provide temporal decoupling [7]. The most widely adopted system relying on tem-
poral decoupling is known as the e-mail.

2.3.3. Synchronization decoupling

A concept behind synchronization decoupling is based on non-blocking communica-
tion, which can be realized for either sending or receiving participant, or for both of
them. The term non-blocking is a software engineering concept which describes how
different threads are behaving when accessing a shared resource. Thread is the small-
est sequence of instructions that can be managed by an operating system scheduler.
When communication endpoints are synchronization decoupled, sending endpoint’s
operations are not blocked while producing events and event receivers are not blocked
when receiving events. Notifications for occurring events are performed in an asyn-
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chronous manner through a callback method, which allows receivers to concurrently
execute other activities instead of waiting new messages. Production and consumption
of events do not happen in the main flow of the program and therefore is not exe-
cuted in a synchronous manner. Non-blocking communication allows the endpoints to
interleave information processing with communication.

Sending messages can occur either in blocking or non-blocking fashion. In the
blocking send, sending application must yield a thread until the message has left it.
Application might also give the thread to an embedded middleware, responsible for
message sending, receiving the thread back after the message has been sent. When
using blocking send, synchronization coupling is introduced between sending appli-
cation and the middleware itself. In addition, sending endpoint and the middleware
are temporally coupled, regardless of what is exposed to the application in sending en-
tity. Synchronization decoupling in the sender is achieved only if a non-blocking send
can be performed. This requires that the middleware implementing part of the send-
ing application returns control immediately back to the software component, which
originally initiated message sending operation.

Non-blocking send is necessary, but not a sufficient condition to achieve total syn-
chronization decoupling, which requires the message receiving action also be non-
blocking. If both, sending and receiving are blocking, then there is a total synchro-
nization coupling. If they both are non-blocking, total synchronization decoupling is
achieved. Partial synchronization decoupling occurs when endpoints are not in same
mode of blocking.

Blocking send is a common feature in middleware solutions. Even when the mid-
dleware decouples the sender from the receiver through time, the senders are typically
synchronously coupled to the middleware itself. This condition is often seen accept-
able when there are permanent connection between the sender and the middleware
service. In case, where more unreliable networks are involved, messages need to be
stored when the network connection is not available, and sent after the connection
becomes available again [7].

Receiving messages can also occur either as blocking or non-blocking event. Basic
principle in blocking receive is the same as in the blocking send, application must
yield a thread into a waiting state in order to receive the message. After the message
has been received, thread is usually returned to the application. This behaviour causes
the receiving application to be synchronization coupled to either message sender or to
the middleware service itself.

Non-blocking receive is a concept where application is not required to yield a thread
into a waiting state in order to receive messages. An example of non-blocking re-
ceive is an event-based message handler, which is registered with the middleware and
handles the message delivery through an event listener’s callback method.

In essence, the use of message-oriented middleware enables asynchronous inter-
actions between communicating endpoints even though the endpoints may be imple-
mented in a synchronization coupled manner [7].
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2.4. Messaging paradigms

2.4.1. Message Passing

Message passing represents low-level form of distributed communication, where two
participants communicate simply by sending and receiving messages. In this form of
communication both the producer and the consumer are coupled in time and space.
This entails both communicating parties to know each other and also requires them to
be active at the time message is sent. Message passing is an asynchronous operation for
the message producer, while message consumption is generally a synchronous event.
Figure 2 displays basic principle for the message passing. Sending application simply
passes the message to the receiving application [8].

Figure 2. Message Passing.

2.4.2. Remote Procedure Call

Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is used in an inter-process communication to execute
subroutines, usually located on remote computers in the same network, without explic-
itly the need to code the details of the interaction. When making remote interactions
appear the same way as local interactions, distributed programming becomes easy. In
essence, the same code works whether the called process is local or remote. Object-
oriented programming equivalent for the same procedure is called remote method in-
vocation. The nature of handling local and remote interactions similarly has promoted
RPC to be a popular choice of communication in distributed systems. Synchronous
nature of operation introduces strong temporal, synchronization, and spatial coupling
[8].

Figure 3 displays a synchronous remote procedure call. Bold line represents an
active time for the entity and a dashed line indicates waiting period. Client needs
to perform an operation, and the server offers this kind of services for the clients.
Executing client performs a remote procedure call to the server, provides parameters
for the requested task with the call, and stops for the duration of the call. The server
executes requested operation and returns a response to the client, sleeping afterwards.
After receiving the response from the server, client continues execution.

Asynchronous RPC is otherwise the same as synchronous RPC, but after client has
issued a request to the server, it continues operations without waiting for the server to
return response. Client is only blocked for the time that takes the system to process
message locally. There is no guarantee that the message is received by the server, or
message is acted upon. If client requires response for the operation, it needs to provide
reference for server to call after operation has been completed. Asynchronous RPC
introduces temporal and spatial coupling, and provides synchronization decoupling.
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Figure 3. Remote Procedure Call.

2.4.3. Notifications

Notifications are utilized to provide synchronization decoupling by splitting syn-
chronous remote invocation into two asynchronous invocations. First invocation is sent
by the client to the server, packed with invocation arguments and a callback reference
to the client, while second invocation is sent by the server as a reply-message to return
the results. This kind of interaction can be used to ensure consistency of web caches
[10]. When downloading a new content, proxies receive a promise to be notified if any
changes occur at the web server, implementing a limited form of publish/subscribe in-
teraction between proxies (subscribers) and web servers (publishers). Communicating
parties are still coupled in time and space requiring them to know about each other,
and stay executing during the interaction [8].

Figure 4 illustrate functional principles for notifications. Client is depicted at the
top, sending invocation to the server. Invocation includes arguments and a reference
for the server to call when the requested operation is completed. The client continues
executing while waiting notification from the server to arrive. In comparison to a
publish/subscribe-style of communication, first invocation would be subscription on
an interesting event, while the second invocation would be a delivery of the matching
event.

Figure 4. Notifications.

2.4.4. Tuple Space

Tuple Space is a collection of ordered tuples, a terms consisting a key and zero or
more arguments, accessible to all hosts in a distributed system. Communication be-
tween hosts is provided through insertion or removal of tuples into and from the tuple
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space. Main operations for tuple space consists of three opreations: out() to export
tuple into the tuple space, in() to import and remove tuple from the tuple space and
read() to read tuple from the tuple space without removing it. Tuple in a space can be
updated by first removing it from the space, updating the tuple, and finally exporting
the tuple back into the space. This interaction model introduces temporal and spatial
decoupling, because the tuple users remain anonymous to each other and are not re-
quired to be online at same time. Tuple creator does not need to know the future usage,
or destination of the tuple it created. Original model for distributed shared memory
(DSM) did not provide synchronization decoupling, because consumers pulled tuples
from the space in a synchronous manner [8]. The lack of synchronization decoupling
has been compensated by later implementation, e.g., JavaSpaces [11] by extending
Linda tuple space model [12] with an asynchronous notifications.

Typical use case for the tuple space is displayed in Figure 5. There is one commonly
shared tuple space holding several tuples. These tuples represents a person-objects,
which all have name, age, and height. There are also four software entities visible,
of which three are performing operations on the tuples. S3 inserts a new tuple into
the space using out()-operation. S4 removes tuple from the space with in-operation.
S2 requests to read and information about the tuple with a name "Trudy", and uses
read()-operation to create a copy of an existing tuple without removing it from the
space.

Figure 5. Tuple Space.

2.4.5. Message Queueing

Message Queueing is usually intertwined tightly with publish/subscribe paradigm be-
cause message queueing often implements some form of publish/subscribe-like inter-
action. Similarities to tuple space solutions are also visible when using queues as
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global spaces where messages are fed from the producers. Message queueing systems
are classified by Tanenbaum et al. [6 p.145] to belong into a message-oriented per-
sistent communication. From a functional point of view, message queueing systems
provide transactional, timing, and ordering guarantees, which are not necessarily con-
sidered by tuple spaces. The ordering of messages stored in a queue is mostly based
on FIFO (First In First Out) methodology, or a message priority. Producers and con-
sumers are decoupled in both time and space, but because consumers pull messages
synchronously from queues, message queueing does not provide synchronization de-
coupling.

Figure 6 depicts a simple message queueing model, where producer is feeding mes-
sages to the end of the queue while the consumer is dequeuing messages from the front
of the queue. The amount of producers feeding the queue and consumers dequeuing
messages are not limited to only one single instance.

Figure 6. Message Queueing.

2.5. Publish/Subscribe

Publish/subscribe (pub/sub) messaging is a popular paradigm for building asynchronous
distributed applications. Applications using pub/sub middleware are organized as a
collection of autonomous components, clients, which interact by publishing event no-
tifications and by subscribing to sets of events they are interested in. Between event
publishers (producers) and event subscribers (consumers) resides an important part of
the pub/sub architecture, a network of brokers. Event brokers collect subscriptions,
temporarily store messages, and forward published events to correct subscribers [13].
Brokers are also called event dispatchers.

Broker architecture can either be centralized or distributed. Shortcoming in cen-
tralized architecture is that it introduces a single point of failure and potentially limits
system scalability. Most of the publish/subscribe middlewares provide a distributed
event dispatcher as a set of interconnected event dispatching servers cooperating in
collecting subscriptions and routing events. The goals for distributing broker architec-
ture are to reduce the network load and increase system scalability. The topology of the
distributed dispatcher and the details of the routing process are often implementation
specific.

Subscribers register their interests in particular events by calling subscribe() on an
event service. Subscribers are not made aware about identities of the event sources,
whose events subscribers are expressed interest on. Subscriptions are saved and left
on the event broker architecture, and are not delivered to event publishers. With a
symmetric operation of unsubscribe(), subscribers can terminate their subscription. In
order to create an event, publishers use publish() operation, which causes the broker
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network to propagate the event towards the relevant subscribers. Each subscriber will
be notified about published events according to their interests [8].

Figure 7 illustrates a typical publish/subscribe architecture. At the left side of the
broker architecture are displayed event publishers. In the middle, inside an oval dashed
line, is broker architecture, responsible for dispatching received events towards the
correct subscribers. The broker architecture may consist of one or more instances of
brokers. At the far right are pictured subscribers, who are consuming messages from
the queues. Each queue may have one or more subscribers attached to it or a subscriber
may be consuming events concurrently from several queues.

Figure 7. Typical publish/subscribe system architecture.

2.5.1. Channel-based

Channel-based model was the first instance of publish/subscribe-based systems de-
veloped. In this model, each event is published to a specified channel and all clients
listening the channel receives the published event, as displayed in Figure 8. Each chan-
nel is a collection of events related to the channel’s keyword. Event delivery is handled
efficiently because no filtering is performed in the middleware. An approach used with
channels causes a very coarse classification of events. The lack of flexibility leads to
broad subscriptions resulting in high network traffic and unnecessary client-side filter-
ing of events [14].

Figure 8. Channel-based publish/subscribe scheme.
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2.5.2. Topic-based

Early publish/subscribe systems were based on a group communication, which has
close resemble to topic-based scheme. Subscribing to a topic is similar to joining a
group as a member. Publishing an event to a topic translates into a broadcasting an
event to members belonging to a group. Even though groups and topics are similar ab-
stractions, they generally have different use cases. Groups are mainly used to maintain
consistency between replicated components in a LAN-environment, whereas topic-
based communication is more suitable to be used in large-scale distributed interaction.
Topic abstraction enforces platform interoperability by relying only on string as keys
to divide the event space.

Topic-based (or subject-based) publish/subscribe scheme is based on a concept of hi-
erarchical topics, using a tree-like structure to categorize events. Group-based scheme
offers flat addressing, where groups are forming a disconnected event spaces. Topic-
based systems permit organizing topics according to containment relationships. Each
node in a tree is considered to be a topic. Hierarchical addressing allows more refined
classification of events when traversing deeper into the tree structure. Subscriptions
made to a node in a tree may involve all subtopics under the subscribed node. Topic
names are generally represented with a DNS-like notation, which introduces a similar
hierarchical naming system. Most topic-based publish/subscribe systems allow using
wildcards in topic names, offering a possibility to subscribe to several topics at once.
Given that the topic name match the provided keyword, an entire subtree or a specific
level in a hierarchy can be routed to the subscriber [8].

Figure 9 illustrates a scheme with hierarchical topics. In addition to depicted hier-
archy, there also may be additional root-nodes on top of other topic hierarchies in one
system.

Figure 9. Hierarchical topic scheme.

Some systems allow subscribing to topics using wildcards. For example, it is usual
to use notations like "*" and "#" as a wildcard to describe the level of subtopics in-
cluded in the subscription. This way the subscription made with "com.example.*",
would include all direct descendants (topic1, topic2, and topic3) under the topic
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"com.example", but no subtopics listed under "topic3". On the other hand, if the sub-
scription is made with a wildcard "com.example.#", all sub-topics and their descen-
dants, without limiting the depth, are included in the subscription. It is also possible
to use direct topic name "com.example.topic3.subtopic3-1" to receive events belong-
ing to only that topic, but not events published to a parent topic or subtopics under
"subtopic3-1".

Figure 10 represents a publish/subscribe system using wildcards in event routing.
There is one publisher producing events to an exchange. Events are separated to var-
ious different topics. Inside the broker, message is routed towards the subscribers
who have expressed interest in certain events. In the Figure, there are two queues
displayed, which both are owned by separate subscribers. Subscriber 1 has an active
subscription to events under the topic "com.example.#" with an intention to receive
messaging in all subtopics under "com.example". Subscriber 2 has expressed an in-
terest only towards messages in "topic2" and "topic3" topics, regardless of what are
the two top-most tiers in a hierarchical tree. Subscriber would therefore receive events
not only for topics "com.example.topic2" and "com.example.topic3.*", but also for
"fi.secondexample.topic2" and "net.anotherexample.topic3.*". The subscription also
matches all direct descendants in aforementioned topics.

Figure 10. Topic-based publish/subscribe scheme.

2.5.3. Content-based

Content-based routing scheme allows subscriptions based solely on the content of the
event. Content-based routing does not classify events with a predefined criterion, but
instead classification is made according to the properties of an event itself. Such prop-
erties can be internal attributes of data structures carrying events, or meta-data associ-
ated to them. Consumers typically subscribe selectively to events by specifying filters,
which are a collection of constrains. Constrains are defined in the form of key-value
pairs of properties and basic comparison operators (=, <, ≤, >, ≥). Constraints can
be combined with logic operators such as AND, OR, and NOT to form more complex
subscription patterns. Content-based model improves topic-based model by offering
more fine grained classification of events, providing more flexible and expressive sub-
scriptions with a cost of being more complicated to implement.

Content-based scheme can be combined with a topic-based scheme to bring a group
of related events under the same topic. Subscription filters can then be provided to
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express interest on desired events belonging to the same topic. This approach would
be beneficial on a large-scale systems to reduce inefficient use of bandwidth and reduce
risk for redundant events [8][15].

Figure 11 represents basic concept for content-based publish/subscribe scheme.
Publisher sends transaction-messages to a channel "StockExchange" about the two
trade events, m1 and m2, on a company named "Telco" with prices of 20 and 40. Sub-
scriber has expressed interest in trades involving "Telco" with a price 20 in subscription
message s1. Subscriber’s filter is registered and as a result, an event-message m2, which
has the defined content, is delivered to the subscriber.

Figure 11. Content-based publish/subscribe scheme.

2.5.4. Type-based

Type-based scheme is a static classification scheme based on types, which idea has
been developed further from the topic-based scheme. In type-based scheme, related
messages of the same type are usually grouped under the same topic. For example,
messages in one topic may be notifications about the same kind of an event. Like
topics can have subtopics, types can have subtypes, depending on the programming
language. This introduces a closer integration between programming language and the
middleware. Used type-scheme is from ordinary programming language without any
specific notion of message kind. The notion of event kind is directly matched with that
of event type.

Subscriber advertises its interest in a type T, which results to subscriber receiving
all messages of type T. Type safety can be ensured at compile-time by parametrizing
the resulting abstraction interface by the type of the corresponding events without the
need to perform any type casting in the resulting code. Type-based publish/subscribe
can lead to a natural description of content-based filtering through public members of
the event type, while still ensuring the encapsulation of these events. Like traditionally
in object-oriented programming languages, this is done using private members, but
forcing access to them through public methods [8].

Figure 12b represents a type hierarchy. Stock events are split into two types: stock
quotes and stock requests. Stockbrokers use stock requests to express interest in buy-
ing stocks. In contrast to quotes, requests have a range of possible prices. By using
subtypes, subscriptions can be made to both, stock quotes and stock requests.
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Figure 12a displays a scheme for type-based publish/subscribe. Publisher publishes
two types of events, StockQuotes and StockRequests, both to the same space. Sub-
scriber has expressed an interest with StockRequest-type of subscription in order to
receive new requests to buy stock. Based on the attributes of a StockRequest-type of
an object, subscriber may sell stocks if the price fits to the defined limits.

(a) Type-based publish/subscribe scheme. (b) Type hierarchy.

Figure 12. Type-based publish/subscribe interactions

2.6. Example middlewares in Ubiquitous Computing

Communication middleware faces challenges introduced by the variety of different
communicating devices taking part in ubiquitous computing environment. Integrating
these heterogeneous devices into a one coherent system requires the middleware to be
executed on each one of them. Usually this can be achieved with a small system ab-
straction layer that hides platform specific properties of underlying layers. On the top
of the abstraction layer, middleware system is realized using a platform independent
way. Each group of devices is shipped with different capabilities. Stationary devices
may have more resources available than mobile devices, but in turn they most likely
miss the selection of sensors offered in mobile devices. Middleware can bridge these
resources together and provide unified point for communication between entities [16].

Ubiquitous computing conceals a broad range of topics under its wings. The area
taken in more closer examination in this thesis is covering the inter-system commu-
nication in ubicomp system. Underlying technologies include such things as Internet,
operating systems, mobile terminals, sensors, and public displays. List of technologies
grows as new inventions emerge into an everyday life. Old components are gradually
replaced by their newer counterparts while also new bits and pieces are joining the
environment. Context information provides essential knowledge about the surround-
ings to enrich the experience on using ubicomp systems. This information needs to be
available in real-time to serve the situation at hand. Previous work has been done with
middleware solutions, and few of them are presented below.

Clarke et al. [17] used CORBA, DCOM and Java-based technologies as an example
for middleware platforms, which provide object-oriented programming model for de-
veloping distributed applications and services. These technologies have then evolved
and an emergence of component-based approach has been seen in forms of JavaBeans,
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EJB, .NET, and CORBA Component Model. Previously listed platforms aim to pro-
vide underlying support for the third party software development as well as compo-
sition and subsequent deployment of components. They also typically ease the task
for managing of non-functional properties of an application. Although the examples
described offer component-based models on top of the middleware, this approach has
been adapted in their work, OpenCOM, to exploit the same model in the middleware
itself. By using component model for the middleware, they achieve more open and
flexible solution in terms of configurability and reconfigurability.

Gaia [9] was one of the first middleware systems introduced to fill an empty space
in the computation and communication infrastructure. Gaia is a metaoperating system
that coordinates software entities and heterogeneous networked devices in a physical
place with an intention to bundle ubiquitous environments as a single programmable
entity. Gaia supports direct communication through RPC and indirect communica-
tion through events (with suppliers and consumers). Events are similar to Unix sig-
nals. Events notify active spaces about added or removed resources, error conditions,
changes in the file system, and changes in application states. Initial deployment used
CORBA to provide infrastructure for distributed object interaction, enabling pieces of
software written in different language to work with each other. The use of SOAP, RMI,
or customized communication middleware is also supported.

Hermes [15] is a distributed event-based middleware architecture, which follows
type- and attribute-based publish/subscribe model. Hermes implements publish/sub-
scribe scheme with event brokers and event clients, where event brokers represent mid-
dleware and provide distributed implementation for the functionalities required by the
event clients. Brokers are interconnected in an arbitrary topology and are using mes-
sage passing when communicating with their neighbours. Subscriptions are pushed
towards the publisher so that the filtering is performed as close to the event publisher
as possible. Before publishers can publish events, they need to advertise their presence
to the system with an advertisement message. In connection with existing subscrip-
tions, a dissemination tree is created so that the published events can follow paths set
up by the tree. Hermes employs an overlay routing network to manage rendezvous
nodes for advertisements and subscriptions.

GREEN (Generic & Re-configurable EvEnt Notification service) [18] is a highly
configurable and re-configurable publish/subscribe middleware to support pervasive
computing applications. Event-based publish/subscribe type of communication is used
because it is well-suited to applications working in environment with heterogeneous
networks and devices, as it presents an asynchronous and decoupled communication
model. However, middleware solutions in mainstream at the time when GREEN was
developed were heavyweight, monolithic, and inflexible failing to properly address
requirements for configurability and reconfigurability. GREEN addresses these re-
quirements by bringing in configurability using component technology. Architecture
in GREEN is separated into two different layers, where the higher layer is interaction
framework taking in pluggable interaction types such as publish/subscribe, RPC, and
tuple space. The lower layer is working as an event broker overlay handling applica-
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tion level multicasts.

MAGIC Broker [4] has been developed as a middleware solution for large public
displays. Broker provides a set of abstractions and a RESTful web service for pro-
gramming large interactive public displays, while still keeping a focus on mobile de-
vice interaction. MAGIC Broker utilizes an event-based publish/subscribe system for
its three main advantages: suitability for highly interactive systems, high level of flexi-
bility compared to sequential programs, and a higher robustness due to loosely-coupled
design. The MAGIC Broker exploits common abstractions used in middleware solu-
tions; hierarchical channels to group entities together, event-based system to provide
flexibility and robustness with their loosely-coupled design, state to save application
state to continue later from the persisted state, service as a way to support RPC-style
two-way interaction with services outside the Broker, and the Broker supports storing
of content such as images, videos, text, and HTML documents to a channel. RESTful
web service architecture is based on HTTP protocol, where resources like channels,
content, and services are identified by a URL. Interactions between clients and REST-
based interface are performed with HTTP operations: GET to retrieve information,
PUT to create new information, POST to update existing information, and DELETE
to delete information. The presented implementation of the Broker supports mobile
phone interaction through SMS, Voice XML, and mobile web browsers.

Table 1 dissects the example middlewares with the previously presented coordina-
tion models and messaging paradigms. The related projects has publish/subscribe-type
of communication as a common denominator, which commonly provides also referen-
tial and synchronization decoupling. In addition, they also offer ancillary communica-
tion types for different situations.

Table 1. Dissection of example middlewares

Feature GAIA Hermes GREEN MAGIC
Coordination models
Referential decoupling X X X X
Temporal decoupling X X

Synchronization decoupling X X X X
Communication types

Message passing X
RPC X X X

Tuple-space X
Publish/subscribe X X X X
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3. DESIGN

This chapter first presents the UBI-hotspots, a network of interactive public displays
deployed around Oulu that provide the experimental setting for the thesis. Then func-
tional requirements are elicited for the proposed UbiBroker communication middle-
ware, followed by its conceptual design.

3.1. UBI-hotspots

Large public displays are nowadays being built as an integral part of public urban
spaces. These displays are typically dedicated for commercial broadcasting and digital
signage without providing interactive services. UBI-hotspots are interactive displays
deployed to public areas around Oulu serving, not only as a commercial broadcast
channel, but also as an information and entertainment service portal. UBI-hotspots are
located in Oulu city centre, several educational establishments, sports facilities, and
at the airport. UBI-hotspots offer multiple applications, based on web-technologies,
through their touch screen interface. Currently, multi-user applications utilizing sev-
eral dislocated hotspots are not supported. Implementing this kind of interaction has
previously been inconvenient for the application developer, thus hindering the willing-
ness to do so. Ojala et al. promote the hotspots as urban probes, which allows measure-
ment of an unknown, returning hopefully useful or interesting data [19]. Urban probes
can be seen as a fail-fast approach for asking early questions about urban computing
in order to focus and influence future urban research and application choices. Urban
probes is a methodology for conducting rapid urban application evaluation [20].

There are currently two generations of hotspots deployed in public places. All out-
door hotspots are first generation devices, whereas all second generation hotspots are
located indoors. First generation hotspots can be found also in indoor locations, and
they are equipped with 57", 1920x1080 resolution LCD displays. Outdoor hotspots
are furnished with two 57" display panels back-to-back. Second generation indoor
hotspots are using either one or two 65", 1920x1200 resolution display panels. Each
display is enhanced with a touch screen foil and is driven by a control computer.
There are also two overhead cameras, loudspeakers, and an NFC reader embedded
in each display case. In addition to these, each hotspot frame has an access points
for panOULU WLAN and panOULU BT networks [21]. Hotspots are deployed to 17
different locations. Figure 13 displays one of the UBI-hotspots located outdoors at
Rotuaari square.

Hotspot interaction model is based on three modes of operation: a passive broadcast
mode, a subtle mode, and an interactive mode. In passive broadcast mode, the screen
is filled with content on UBI-channel. UBI-channel is a playlist consisting of videos,
animations, and still photographs, and it is configurable on a hotspot-basis. The tran-
sition to an interactive mode is triggered when someone touches the screen. To entice
interaction with the hotspot, simple cue to touch the screen is displayed at the upper
right corner of the display in subtle mode, when a new face is detected in front of the
hotspot. When hotspot is in interactive mode, user is able to interact with the services
provided through hotspot’s UBI-portal [19]. Portal’s main screen is displayed in Fig-
ure 14. Implementation of UBI-portal is based on the web paradigm, where content
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Figure 13. UBI-hotspot at Rotuaari square in Oulu.

located around the Internet is rendered to a set of web pages on the hotspot screen.
UBI-portal can also be configured on a hotspot-basis to bring location specific content
for the users. For example, UBI-hotspot in Oulu city library has a customized interface
to interact with the library services. Interaction can be further enhanced by involving
user’s own mobile device to download content from a hotspot, by uploading own con-
tent into a hotspot, or by extending hotspots interface to user’s own mobile device to
create more private viewing experience.

Figure 14. UBI-hotspot service portal.

UBI-hotspots are multi-application displays containing, as of July 2013, 26 distinct
services in 7 different categories. These categories include News (2), Services (3), City
(5), 3rd Party (4), Fun & Games (7), Multimedia (5) and Cool New Stuff. Most of the
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services are dependent on the content provided by third parties. As the services are
based on web technologies, content of these applications can be updated by the service
provider without the need to assign administrative work towards it. New services,
residing anywhere in the Internet, can be deployed to hotspots enabling research groups
and others groups interested in subject to try out their services in the wild [22].

When UBI-hotspots were first introduced, they used event-based communication
overlay, which was implemented using Fuego [23]. Fuego used publish/subscribe-type
of communication backed up with content-based routing. This allowed temporal and
referential decoupling of resources. Additionally Fuego overlay handled the mobility
of endpoints, and implemented fault tolerance to allow abnormally departing endpoints
to perform graceful re-entry to the overlay [19]. However, Fuego was implemented as
an research project, and it was written in Java. The project had not matured enough to
be used in real world deployment. Client support in Fuego was limited, and stability
issues it suffered did not generate enough trust among application developers, which is
an essential requirement for experimental software project to survive in the long run.

After Fuego became obsolete in UBI-hotspot infrastructure, it left a hole behind
that needed to be filled with new communication middleware implementation. The
next implementation need to address the problems that caused Fuego to fail to pro-
vide service it was intended to offer. Therefore new middleware should offer stable
and mature environment that application developers can use with multiple program-
ming languages. In addition, wide range of clients should already be available for the
middleware without the need for individual developer to start implementing protocol
adapters to connect with the broker. Mature projects typically publish stable releases
of the software, and only these should be used in real world deployment.

3.2. Functional requirements

Functional requirements for the UbiBroker are divided into four main requirements;
decoupling of communicating processes, stability and security, interoperability, and
broadcast communication. Each of these requirements is addressed by selecting ap-
propriate technology and method.

3.2.1. Decoupling of communicating processes

Middleware layer separates applications from an underlying platform, which is an im-
portant feature in distributed systems. There are several architectural styles, where the
middleware design can be based in order to provide distribution transpaceny. These
architectures are layered, object-based, data-centered, and event-based. The choice
of architecture is based on the experience reported by example middleware projects
[9], [18], [4], and [15]. These works promote use of event-based communication to
clearly be the technology where the middleware in ubiquitous communication system
should be based on. In event-based architectures, communication between processes
is performed by sending messages carrying event data. In distributed systems, event
propagation generally is associated with a publish/subscribe systems, which ensures
that only processes subscribed to certain events will receive them [6 p.34 - 35].
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As the UBI-hotspot network is evolving constantly when new services and software
components are joining and leaving the system, importance of extensibility, flexibil-
ity, and maintainability emerges. All these features require communicating parties to
be decoupled through different dimensions. Spontaneous interaction is dependant on
referentially decoupling components in the system, because newly joining user device
do not have, or are not able to access information about the existing entities in the en-
vironment. Also starting to communicate with already present participants should be
possible without requiring the users to set up complex software.

Extensibility through scaling is required to support growing number of communi-
cating parties involved in the system. Scaling is used to describe ability to work in
a clustered environment. This requirement can be filled with a functionality to add
new broker nodes into the existing system in order to handle more client connections
and messages. Implementation needs to support scaling for the further development of
UBI-infrastructure. When the systems grow large enough, extensibility and maintain-
ability suffer from the hard-coupled components.

Situations, where communicating participants are not executing concurrently may
arise. By persisting messages in the middleware, until they can be delivered to an
intended receiver, allows temporal decoupling of communicating processes. This is
an important aspect in the design, as components may be replaced or moved without
interrupting the system execution during the operation. Afterwards, processes can re-
trieve messages from the middleware and synchronize their states by consuming recent
events.

3.2.2. Stability and security

Over the years, UBI-hotspot infrastructure has matured to a stage, where it can be con-
sidered to be a typical production environment, expected to be available 24/7. This
introduces stability and availability requirements to the overall system. Therefore only
stable releases of the software components should be used. Only actively developed
software components released under open source licenses should be selected for their
extensibility and modifiability. In addition, an active user community for the software
is valuable when problems are encountered. Fuego failed to address the stability re-
quirement, and did not attain enough trust among application developers to sustain its
user base.

Security should be taken under consideration. Access to the middleware should be
exposed to authentication and authorization. Only legitimate users should have rights
to connect using given credentials, and the permissions to use service should be re-
stricted accordingly. When appropriate, encrypted communication should be available
for the clients.

3.2.3. Interoperability

Communication should be made with standardized protocols to ensure compatibility
between heterogeneous devices. Only one protocol may not be sufficient to satisfy all
aspects of communication, so the use of several protocols is required for different sce-
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narios. There are various communication protocols existing on several layers in OSI
stack, but the possibility to offer an interconnection at a certain layer can not always be
guaranteed. Therefore the implementation should offer connectivity through selection
of protocols. Communication between system components and applications should
use text-based messages for their simplicity and ease of troubleshooting. Also devel-
oping new software using the middleware should be fast and easy, without restricting
the choice of language for the software developers. Clients should be available for
multiple programming languages. Fuego did not offer flexibility and interoperability
through selection of clients, which was one of the reasons it was left behind.

It is also important to relieve the end user from the burden of installing client appli-
cations on their own mobile device. On the other hand, some users might just not see
the added value for installing additional software. Therefore the system should support
client-less devices as proposed in [4]. Client-less devices enable users to participate in
a communication process without taking the time and effort on installing specially tai-
lored application for that purpose. Currently the most prominent solution seems to be
to offer this kind of service through web-based technologies. Web technologies such
as HTML, JavaScript, and WebSocket are supported widely in modern smart phones
and tablets.

The system should also be data-agnostic without restricting the type of data that is
being carried in the message payload. Also the communication channel should not
place artificial restrictions on the message size.

When Gaia [9] was introduced over 10 years ago, CORBA was a viable solution
for middleware communications. Since then, CORBA has lost foothold, due to its
complexity, to a more lightweight and simple solutions. Lately, new protocols have
been designed especially to address the mixture of solutions recently seen in commu-
nication middleware implementations. As the system need to be data-agnostic and
language-independent, solutions based on a JMS-type of implementation was out of
the question, because if would restrict the communication to a programming language
specific methods. Most of the core modules in UBI-infrastructure has been written
in Java, but additionally several other programming languages are used. There are
also additional components outside of the core infrastructure, written with different
programming languages, which need to access common communication channels. In-
terconnection with these components should be made through standardized protocols.
MQTT is currently used in one of the research projects and in order to offer connectiv-
ity for them, support for MQTT is required. Web-technologies are traditionally based
on request-response type of communication, but recently WebSocket has been adopted
to provide full-duplex communication channel over TCP connection. Currently the
state-of-the-art protocol used in communication middleware is AMQP, which is also
prominent choice as the main communication protocol for this deployment.

3.2.4. Broadcast communication

After Fuego was abandoned, UBI-hotspot infrastructure did not provide possibility to
utilize broadcast-like messaging throughout the network of hotspots, which can be
seen as an essential part for spontaneously forming a session with users using other
hotspots. For a while, the lack for this kind of communication channel has been rec-
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ognized, and recently the need to provide and distribute real-time context information
from the hotspots has brought up a requirement for a broadcast-type of communication.
An ability to communicate using message broadcasting boils down to a scheme, where
messages are sent by information producing entities to a common channel. Messages
are delivered to every listening entity the instant they are sent to the channel. An imple-
mentation with similar concept is realized with an IP multicast. This kind of behaviour
is subject to implementation-specific decisions on message routing, but the principle
still remains the same. The scheme described above can be provided by publish/-
subscribe messaging paradigm. However, other kind of messaging paradigms, e.g.,
RPC and direct message passing, may be required, so the communication middleware
should not be coupled tightly to only publish/subscribe paradigm.

Support for classifying communicating components in groups should be available
in the system and it was determined, that the topic-based publish/subscribe system is
enough for the current needs. The current situation did not require more flexible rout-
ing scheme than topic-based routing offered. The future use-cases might still require
other schemes, e.g., content-based to be supported so the implementation needs to have
several types of routing available.

3.3. Conceptual design

The term middleware is generally used often for software that enables communication
between distributed applications. Software in this UbiBroker includes all the compo-
nents, which are more tightly related to communication middleware and UBI-hotspot
infrastructure, excluding applications and services developed by the 3rd party devel-
opers. UbiBroker should provide services to applications in UBI-hotspots. Essential
components and concepts included in the middleware software system are the mes-
sage broker, Session Manager and Logger. In the heart of the UbiBroker is a message
broker architecture which functions as an intermediary component routing messages
between applications, which in turn utilize middleware services. Session Manager and
Logger are software components in the middleware, connected to a broker and using
messaging services it provides.

Middleware layer separates applications from an underlying platform, which is an
important feature in distributed systems. There are several architectural styles, where
the middleware design can be based in order to provide distribution transparency.
These architectures are layered, object-based, data-centered, and event-based. The
choice of architecture is based on the experience reported by example middleware
projects [9], [18], [4], and [15]. These works promote use of event-based communica-
tion to clearly be the technology where the middleware in ubiquitous communication
system should be based on. In event-based architectures, communication between pro-
cesses is performed by sending messages carrying event data. In distributed systems,
event propagation generally is associated with a publish/subscribe systems, which en-
sures that only processes subscribed to certain events will receive them [6 p.34 - 35].

Figure 15 displays the UbiBroker’s conceptual architecture. Fixed resources con-
stitute of UBI-hotspots, and the different services, applications, and context providing
entities in them. Mobile resources include all non-fixed, more short-term participants
in the system. Server resources provide long-term platform for application and service
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deployment. Session Manager is part of the middleware services category, and it is
located as a fixed resource in UBI-hotspot. Logger instead is a middleware service
hosted at the server resources. User applications are software components (web pages,
server side implementations, mobile clients, etc.) using messaging services offered by
the UbiBroker. Each software component is independently connected to the broker.

Figure 15. Conceptual architecture.

3.3.1. Broker

Message broker is a component acting as an application-level gateway between com-
municating endpoints. The purpose of the message broker is generally to receive in-
coming messages from applications, perform some actions on them, and send them
towards the message receiver. The broker is just another application in the message-
queueing system, routing messages to correct destinations. In some systems, message
broker is used to transform messages from one format to another so that the receiv-
ing application can understand the message. Broker in this deployment is performing
only message routing operations. By positioning the broker between communicating
parties, it effectively implements decoupling between the sender and the receiver.

Broker is acting as an intermediary application, where communicating parties are
connecting, working as a centrepiece in the middleware. Internally broker implemen-
tation has channels configured in it, which are used to group related communicating
entities together. Although clients are grouped using a channel, finer grade classifica-
tion is performed using hierarchical topic names inside the channel. These topic names
are also functioning as routing keys controlling broker’s message routing decisions.

As Tanenbaum et al. [6 p.151] report, most common use for a message broker is
found in Enterprise Application Integration (EAI). In EAI, broker is given a responsi-
bility to match receiving applications based on the messages being sent. This process
is called routing and it performs operations based on routing keys.
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3.3.2. Session Manager

Session is generally a semi-permanent dialogue between two or more communicating
parties. Before two parties can exchange messages, a session is formed between them,
and torn down after the communication is finished. In order to connect two arbitrary
users on different UBI-hotspots around the city, they need to be made aware of each
other. When users with similar interests are found, the process of connecting them is
called session forming.

When a single-user application is selected from the UBI-hotspot service list, the ap-
plication is directly launched. As the most of the applications are not part of the core
UBI services, they are launched from an arbitrary location from the Internet. Also the
flow of events is handed over from the Layout Manager to the launched application
after the launch. Layout Manager is a component responsible for rendering the dis-
played UBI-portal. After the application logic takes over the control, it is not allowed
to communicate messages through UBI infrastructure components in order to entice
interaction with a randomly selected UBI-hotspot user. To connect two users, session
need to be created before the specific application is launched. For this purpose, inter-
mediate Session Manager-component is required to handle session-related tasks before
allowing applications to take over.

Session Manager is designed to handle all session messaging between UBI-hotspots.
Session related messaging is communication between Session Manager-components in
the middleware. In order to keep messages structured, one of the existing text-based
message formats is selected to carry the information. These messages have fixed mes-
sage format used only in session manipulation. Each message contains information
about the message type, application, logged in user, message originating UBI-hotspot,
timestamp, and session identification. Multiple concurrent session creations are han-
dled accordingly, in case of several hotspots attempts to form a session with one hotspot
at the same time. Unplanned departures of the communicating parties are handled
gracefully.

3.3.3. Logger

Communication middleware comprises an excellent location to attach the logging fa-
cilities in. All messages are exchanged through channels in the middleware and these
can be, at the same time, listened by the logging components. This way the application
does not need to separately take care of saving the log information on several occa-
sions. Logging the data can be made by passively listening to all communication, or
alternatively using a specific channel, where only logging information is sent and then
picked from there by logging instances.

Logger receives all messages sent by the session management components, user
applications, and context information producing entities. It parses the interesting in-
formation out from the messages and saves that information into a relational database.
Upon receiving an unknown message, logger reports errors to a log-file and saves the
received message for later inspection. When viable, logger saves the information in a
human readable format.
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When logging services are provided to application developers, fixed message format
needs to be provided in order to avoid chaos of different messages sent to the logging
channel. Application developer’s needs should be taken under consideration when
designing the message format.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION

This section first describes the process for selecting broker implementation. After the
broker has been selected, implementation is explored more deeply to present the pro-
tocols and essential concepts used in following sections. Last, this section introduces
different system components and their implementation.

4.1. Broker selection

Because of the stable operating requirements, development of an in-house messaging
solution was considered to be out of scope for this work. There are multiple active
open source projects, which can be used as the core component in the middleware.
One of these projects was selected to handle message routing and delivery services.
The broker implementation should be able to fill requirements presented in Section
3.2.

Required features were previously narrowed down to form a more compact packet to
be used as base requirements when comparing different implementations. Preliminary
elimination of implementations was performed when implementations were searched
for a closer examination. Inactive projects were passed when they were encountered,
and projects offering socket libraries were not suitable, since the full implementation
was the target.

The search revealed that the most prominent choices for the broker seemed to be Ac-
tiveMQ [24], ActiveMQ Apollo [25], RabbitMQ [26] and HornetQ [27]. Information
about these brokers was gathered to a decision-matrix to compare features more thor-
oughly. Although ActiveMQ and HornetQ are based on Java Message Service (JMS),
both of them offer support for using external communication protocols. This protocol
support is slightly better in ActiveMQ than in HornetQ.

In addition, Second Life [28] has also performed a message queueing system evalu-
ation in 2010 [29], when they were selecting the backbone messaging system for their
internal architecture. During the evaluation, they investigated around 15 open source
messaging systems. Use cases introduced by Second Life differ dramatically from the
intended use in UBI-infrastructure, since they are targeting systems, which can scale up
to millions of queues. In their investigation, they identified RabbitMQ along Apache
Qpid [30] as the strongest candidates. Apache Qpid was left out from the comparison
because the lack of support for multiple protocols.

Based on the decision-matrix presented in Table 2, both ActiveMQ and RabbitMQ
offer the required features. These two implementations were installed on a locally
running virtual machine to assess the usability of each broker from the administrator’s
and software developers point of view. ActiveMQ is based on Java [31] and therefore
required Java virtual machine (JVM) to run. RabbitMQ instead is built with Erlang
[32] and it uses Erlang virtual machine to run processes. Java and Erlang both needed
to be installed before implementation itself could be used. Binary distributions were
available for both of the projects reducing time to deploy, because separate compile-
step was not required.

Both compared implementations provide GUI-based monitoring and configuration
through web browser, but in case of RabbitMQ, the management-plugin needs to be
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Table 2. Decision-matrix for the broker selection

Feature ActiveMQ Apollo RabbitMQ HornetQ
AMQP 1.0 1.0 0.9-1/1.0 -
STOMP 1.1 1.1 1.0/1.1/1.2 1.1
MQTT 3.1 3.1 3.1 -

WebSocket X X X X
Scalable X - X X

Publish/subscribe X X X X
Topic-based routing X X X -

License Apache v2.0 Apache v2.0 MPL 1.1 Apache v2.0
Data-agnostic X X X X

enabled separately before it can be used. ActiveMQ has more primitive management-
interface than RabbitMQ and it offers more limited configuration possibilities, e.g., it
lacks user administration. Only run-time configuration can be made through GUIs,
other options need to be defined in the configuration files. Configuration files in Ac-
tiveMQ are made with XML, whereas RabbitMQ uses standard Erlang configuration
file format, which has a bit of same look and feel than in JSON.

Writing software for both implementations was a straightforward procedure, and
there was no significant difference in which implementation was used for messaging.
With Java, the simplest clients could be written by using under 10 lines of code, ex-
cluding the client library itself. The concepts between brokers varied slightly, but this
should not be an obstacle for an application developer.

ActiveMQ will be superseded by ActiveMQ Apollo in a near future, changing the
application architecture to a completely new one [33]. Therefore it is expected that
ActiveMQ will not be supported long in its current form. Comparing ActiveMQ and
ActiveMQ Apollo is out of scope for this work, so the differences between implemen-
tations, and possible impacts on upgrading the broker, are not reviewed. This infor-
mation raises some uncertainty, if the ActiveMQ is viable solution to base the system
in a long run. RabbitMQ is also updated more frequently than ActiveMQ, making it
stronger candidate in light of new features and bug fixes.

Based on the presented information and an overall ease of use, RabbitMQ was se-
lected as the broker implementation for the system.

4.2. RabbitMQ

RabbitMQ [26] is an open source message broker based on AMQP-standard. As the
AMQP concepts are revolving around messages, exchanges, queues, and bindings,
design of RabbitMQ is also closely tied to these concepts. The short description of
RabbitMQ’s operation is that it accepts messages from producers and delivers them to
consumers. In-between, it can route, buffer, and persist messages according to con-
figured rules. The information in this section is based on RabbitMQ’s documentation
[34], which is updated constantly when new versions are released.
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RabbitMQ is under active development, and after starting to work on this thesis,
there have been five new releases, which fixed bugs and introduced new features. Doc-
umentation offered through RabbitMQ’s website is quite comprehensive, not only for
the server itself, but for the client side also. RabbitMQ’s client API documentations
are available for Java, .NET and Erlang. Commercial support for the product is of-
fered by VMware [35]. Other than that, there is a mailing list for RabbitMQ-related
discussion where help may be available to some problems, but since it’s supported by
user community, the solutions for the problems cannot be guaranteed. Some of the
developers also participate in the discussion actively. One submitted bug-report was
acknowledged by the developers few hours after reporting the problem.

As of writing this, RabbitMQ version 3.1.1 has been running and in use continu-
ously for 184 days without any incident related to instability. Though the messaging
broker has been utilized by using only basic operations and functionalities, the stabil-
ity so far has been convincing. Figure 16 displays the main page of RabbitMQ’s web
management interface. At the top of the page is a list of sub-pages, which have more
detailed information about connections, channels, exchanges, queues, and general ad-
ministration (including user management). Next section includes two graphs, of which
upper one displays the situation of the queued messages in the system and the lower
graph shows the traffic for the last 10 minutes, with a legend for the lines in the graph.
Numbers at the right side of the legend displays current traffic rates to and from the
system. Overall global count for resources is displayed as numbers in the gray boxes.
As the implementation is running only one node in the system, the status of that node
can be seen next. When additional nodes are added to the clustered system, their status
will be listed under the displayed one. Under the "Ports and contexts"-section is listed
the ports, which the broker is listening on. Currently AMQP and STOMP are enabled
on all network interfaces.

RabbitMQ is shipped with variety of supported plugins out-of-the-box, which pro-
vides extended functionalities to the broker. Included plugins comprise features like
authentication mechanisms, management interfaces, new protocols, and support for
building distributed broker. These, and more various plugins are available at Rab-
bitMQ’s Mercurial repository page for download [36]. If available plugins are not suf-
ficient enough for the user’s needs, it is always possible to build custom made plugins
using Erlang.

The core principle of the messaging model in RabbitMQ is tightly related to AMQP,
where producers never send any messages directly to queues. Overall, producers do
not even know if a message is ever delivered to a consumer’s queue at all. Producers
can send messages only to an exchange, which on one side receives messages from the
producers, and on the other side delivers them to queues. Exchanges perform routing
decisions on what queues the message should be delivered based on the exchange type
and bindings made on that exchange.

RabbitMQ is built using Erlang and it requires Erlang virtual machine to run. Erlang
was originally designed by Ericsson and released as an open source product in 1998.
Erlang’s main strength is support for concurrency, which is a property in which several
executions can take place at the same time. Processes are primary means of struc-
ture in Erlang application and an internal inter-process communication is performed
asynchronously with message passing. Messages are stored in queues and fetched by
matching them to a desired pattern. Erlang has a built-in support for distributed pro-
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Figure 16. RabbitMQ Graphical management UI.

cesses, meaning that the processes may be created on remote nodes, while keeping a
communication with processes transparent. Communication to a remote process works
exactly like communication with a local process, which is an important feature when
building distributed computing software.

4.2.1. Protocols

AMQP

Current state-of-the-art protocol for communications in message oriented middleware
is AMQP [37], which has its origins in the finance sector [38]. This section covers
information about AMQP version 0.9-1 [39]. AMQP is a message-oriented wire-level
protocol, which includes features for queueing, routing with different schematics, and
a support for reliable message delivery. The security in AMQP is not provided by the
standard itself, but it instead relies on the security provided by other means, e.g., SASL
and/or TLS. It is assumed, that an underlying reliable transport layer protocol such as
TCP or SCTP is used, though also UDP over Infiniband is planned to be supported.
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Basic concepts in AMQP queueing model are revolving around messages, queues,
and exchanges [38].

Message is a self-contained and long-living envelope consisting of message headers
and message content. Header section in the message carries delivery information about
the message transfer throughout the network of AMQP-brokers. Information in head-
ers may be extended during the transport by the carrier. Content in the message can
be practically unlimited in size (up to 264 bytes), so 4 GB messages are supported as
well as 4 kB messages. The message content is a binary block, which can hold any
binary-information in it. During the transport, message content is not read or modified
by the intermediate message carrier.

Queues are the core concept in AMQP. Message queue is a named FIFO buffer hold-
ing messages on behalf of a set of consumer applications. Applications are granted
power to freely create, share, use, and destroy message queues, within the limits of
their authority. Queues may also be manually configured for consumers. Every mes-
sage is always delivered to some queue, even if it’s only an in-memory queue feeding
the client directly. Queues can be the final destinations for a message or intermediate
message storage areas for later delivery. Messages in queues can be stored either in
memory or on the disk. Durable queues can hold persistent messages by writing them
on to a disk, allowing messages to survive broker restarts. Persistent messages are writ-
ten on to a disk with automatically generated queues also, but the queue is destroyed
when the consumer disconnects, discarding all messages in the queue. Using persis-
tent messaging has an impact on the overall broker messaging performance. Message
routed to a queue is never sent to more than one client, unless it is resent after a fail-
ure or a rejection. AMQP implementations can, e.g., search and reorder messages in
queues, or provide a possibility for queues to be configured with certain service level
requirements expected from them.

Exchanges are delivery services for messages, providing routing and message sorting.
In AMQP, exchange type determines how the message is delivered forward. AMQP
implementations are required to offer following exchange types: direct, topic, fanout,
and headers. Direct exchanges deliver messages to queues based on the routing key
found in headers. Topic exchanges copies messages to all queues based on the hier-
archical pattern in the routing key. Fanout exchanges deliver messages to all queues
bound to the exchange regardless of the routing key in the message. Headers exchanges
ignore the routing key and bases its routing decision on the information it has exam-
ined from the message headers. This way, the exchanges never store messages, but
they retain binding parameters supplied to them by the clients. These bindings are ar-
guments to the exchange routing functions that allow selection of one or more queues.

Binding is a relationship between queue and an exchange simply informing that the
particular queue is interested in messages sent to the exchange. Binding key is used to
indicate what kind of messages should be delivered to the queue. Meaning behind the
binding key varies between exchange types, for example, fanout exchange simply ig-
nores its value, whereas headers exchange requires more information from the binding
key than the direct exchange. Binding key is used by the exchange as a routing key
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within a routing process, which directs messages to correct destinations. One queue
may have multiple bindings to one or more exchanges.

Virtual hosts are data partitions inside the broker, containing resources like exchanges,
queues, and other associated objects. It is an administrative concept which pro-
vides separation of groups of resources under their own administrative domain. Each
AMQP-connection must be associated with only one virtual host. Authentication
scheme on the server is shared between all virtual hosts on that server. If virtual
host requires additional authentication schemes, a separate broker instance need be
used. All channels associated with the connection are limited to the same virtual host.
There are no communication methods available between different virtual hosts using
one channel. Virtual hosts cannot be configured dynamically after the connection has
been established.

STOMP

STOMP is a simple, text-based, and interoperable protocol designed for asynchronous
message passing between clients via mediating servers. It is an alternative protocol
for AMQP, used mostly for more logically simple messaging operations. The proto-
col originated from a need to connect to an enterprise grade message brokers from
scripting languages like Ruby [40], Python [41], or Perl [42]. STOMP is designed to
be a lightweight protocol that is easy to implement both on client and in server side.
Easy implementation is the reason, why there has not been many restrictions set on the
server architecture, and many features are left to be implementation specific.

STOMP is a frame based protocol, which frames are modelled based on HTTP.
Frame consists of a command, a set of optional headers, and an optional body. Even
though the protocol is text-based, it allows transmitting byte streams in message pay-
load. The protocol assumes 2-way streaming protocol underneath (such as TCP) and
the server - client communication is based on sending frames over this stream.

Server is modelled as a set of destinations, where messages can be sent. The protocol
treats destinations as an opaque strings and their syntax is left for implementation to
decide. STOMP does not define the delivery semantics for the destinations, which can
vary from implementation to implementation. Clients act as a user-agent which can be
working in two modes: producer sending messages to a destination or as a consumer
subscribing to the destinations and receiving messages from them [43].

MQTT

MQTT is extremely simple and lightweight publish/subscribe protocol, designed for
devices with limited resources, low bandwidth, high latency, or unreliable network
connectivity. Design principles revolves around minimizing network bandwidth usage
or device resource requirement, while also attempting to guarantee reliability and some
sort of assurance for the delivery. These principles make MQTT an ideal protocol
for the emerging machine-to-machine (M2M) world of connected devices and mobile
applications, where bandwidth and battery power are at premium.

MQTT is agnostic to the content of the payload and uses TCP/IP to provide basic
network connectivity. In order to save bandwidth, small transport overhead and mini-
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mized protocol signalling are an essential way to achieve this. Therefore the protocol
header is fixed-length and only 2 bytes in length.

Publish/subscribe-pattern is used in MQTT to provide a simple way to send or re-
ceive information. Message distribution is dependent on the specific topics, topic trees,
and topic strings. By subscribing to a particular hierarchical topic, called topic tree,
the subscriber is signing up to receive every message published to that topic from any
publisher. Topic strings identifies a publish/subscribe message. Subscribers can match
topics with patterns including wildcards [44].

4.2.2. Scalability

Scalability in RabbitMQ can be achieved by several means. Broker is a logical group-
ing of one or more of Erlang nodes. Each Erlang node is running RabbitMQ appli-
cation, which shares such things as users, virtual hosts, queues, and exchanges. This
collection of nodes is called a cluster. In clustered environment, all data and states are
replicated across all participating nodes. When high availability is required, queues
can be replicated across nodes in the cluster. Nodes can be joined and removed from
the cluster dynamically during runtime. When nodes are clustered, they should be lo-
cated at the same LAN, because the clustering in RabbitMQ does not tolerate network
partitions well. If the brokers are connected through WAN-links, shovel or federation
plugins should be used instead.

Federation-plugin allows making exchanges federated, which has it’s mostly used
scenarios in publish/subscribe environment. Federated exchange links to other ex-
changes, called upstream exchanges. Messages published to the upstream exchanges
are copied to the federated exchange, like they were published directly to the federated
exchange. Inter-broker communication is implemented using AMQP and the binding-
commands for this connection are delivered to an upstream exchange. Therefore the
federated exchange receives only messages it has subscription on. Typical use case
could be to have one logical exchange distributed over several brokers by declaring
federated exchanges with all other federated exchanges as upstream exchanges (com-
plete bi-directional graph on n exchanges). Another use case could be to implement
a massive fanout-exchange using "root"-exchange in one broker as an upstream ex-
change for n federated exchanges.

Shovel-plugin’s goal is to reliably and continuously take messages from a queue
in one broker and publish them to exchanges in another broker. This operation can
be performed intra-broker or inter-broker. This is practical in WAN-environments,
when the brokers are under different administrative domains, or when they are running
different versions of RabbitMQ and Erlang.

4.3. UbiBroker components

4.3.1. Broker

The communication middleware implementation is revolving around RabbitMQ bro-
ker. Single instance of the broker is installed on a kernel-based virtual machine, which
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is running on CentOS 6.4 operating system. Virtual machine has two 2,7 GHz CPU
cores, 4 GB RAM, and 40 GB space on the hard drive. Physical host machine offers
1 Gbps network connection between broker and the core network, while UBI-hotspots
are connected with connections varying from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps.

All producers and consumers connect to a single instance of the broker software.
Components providing touch events and face recognition data are connected to the
broker with AMQP. Logging-service also uses AMQP. Because session management is
implemented in JavaScript, communication with the broker is made by using STOMP-
protocol. STOMP provides simple and text-based protocol for message passing with an
already existing client implementations to use STOMP over WebSocket in JavaScript.
The payload formatting in messages is using JSON, which can represent information in
more compact form than XML. This reduces payload size and saves bandwidth, which
benefits especially mobile clients. Additionally, JSON is widely supported format with
parsers in most common programming languages.

Generalization of the broker’s internal configuration is depicted in Figure 17. There
are four fixed, durable exchanges configured in the broker and they are named ac-
cording to their use: session, ubidoku, lmevent, and cameraevent. Session ex-
change is an endpoint, where all session-related messages are sent within the topic
"fi.ubioulu.session". Session Managers produce events to session exchange, and con-
currently listens events on the same topic. Bindings between session-exchange and
automatically generated queues are made using routing key "fi.ubioulu.session". Bro-
ker generated queues are identified easily, as their name start with "amq.gen-". Queue
named "logging" is instead a durable queue, which is dedicated for the logging-
instances.

Exchange named "ubidoku" is dedicated for events sent by Ubidoku instances.
Ubidoku is a multiplayer game, which was developed as a reference implementation
for this thesis. All concurrent Ubidoku instances are using same exchange, where sep-
arate games are distinguished with a different routing key, which is session specific.
One Ubidoku-game uses routing key with a form of "fi.ubioulu.ubidoku." + session
ID, e.g., "fi.ubioulu.ubidoku.FG22JyQOZPi9odV3F7VQQ6yfLUsIKB3v". Ubidoku-
exchange and the logging-queue are bound together with a routing key, which uses a
wildcard to mark subscription for all Udidoku-related messages. This way messages
from every Ubidoku-game are also delivered to a logging service. Ubidoku-instances
are bound to cameraevents-exchange in order to display the number of people next to
UBI-hotspots. This intends to give user a hint about the amount of possible gaming
partners.

Context-events are sent to two exchanges, "lmevent" and "cameraevent". Exchange
"lmevent" receives publishes about the state changes in Layout Manager. State change
is triggered when the hotspot state transitions from broadcast to interactive or vice
versa, hotspot user launches an application, or when a menu is opened in the hotspot.
These events use routing key structure of "fi.ubioulu.lmevent." + instance ID, e.g.,
"fi.ubioulu.lmevent.toripolliisi-1". Face recognition events are published to an ex-
change "cameraevent", and they are using routing key "fi.ubioulu.cameraevent.toripolliisi-
2", where toripolliisi-2 indicates event originating hotspot ID. Camera events are trig-
gered when a new face is detected at the near proximity of the hotspot, or when a user
leaves from the camera range. The number of detected faces and their demographic
information are announced to the channel.
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Figure 17. Broker’s internal configuration.

4.3.2. Session Manager

Before two users can interact with each other, session needs to be formed between
hotspots. One actor in a session is called session initiator, a user, who first expresses
interest in finding participants among other hotspot users. Session creation is initi-
ated by sending an INVITE-message to the communication channel, which is listened
by Session Managers on other hotspots. Upon receiving the invitation, UBI-hotspot
displays a dialogue on the hotspot screen, asking a user to participate in a session.
UBI-hotspot can process invitations in all of its states (broadcast, subtle, and interac-
tive). While in broadcast-state, invitation fills the bottom of the screen, as displayed in
Figure 18a. In interactive state, the invitation is displayed in the lower left quadrant of
the screen, which currently is not utilized heavily in any of the UBI-hotspot services.
This way user using the hotspot, are not interrupted by the invitation sent from other
hotspots. Dialogue, displayed in Figure 18b, gives user an option to accept the invi-
tation to join a session, or decline it to continue using UBI-hotspot services. In any
state, invitation dialogue will dismiss itself after 30 second timeout has been triggered,
also informing this event to the session channel using TIMEOUT-message. If user
decides to decline the invitation, a DECLINE-message is published to the channel. If
user accepts the invitation, an ACCEPT-message is sent back to the channel, informing
session initiator that the session invitation has been accepted. If several users from dif-
ferent hotspots accept same invitation, all of these hotspots are displayed to the session
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initiator, who can then choose the hotspot to form a session with. If the connection with
other participant is lost, message indicating this is displayed to a remaining participant.

(a) Session invitation in broadcast mode (b) Session invitation in interactive mode

Figure 18. Application branded session invitations.

After initiator selects the hotspot to form session with, the selection is informed to
other participating hotspot with an ACK-message. After sending an acknowledgement,
session initiating hotspot automatically sends WITHDRAW-message to the session
channel, informing listening Session Managers about invitation withdrawal. When the
session is acknowledged, a target application for the session is automatically launched,
and the hotspots are connected together with a session-specific, private communication
channel.

Session can be closed by either one of the involved participants by sending a BYE-
message to the channel. This message is implicitly accepted by the other participant,
effectively closing the ongoing session. After session is closed, hotspots return back
to listening state to wait for new invitations to arrive.

Figure 19 displays an example session message flow during a successfully created
session. Session initiator is displayed on the left, communication middleware in the
middle, and the participating hotspot on the right. Session management component is
acting in the role of initiator and participant, but on different hotspots, so the session
management component is performing as an event producer and an event consumer at
the same time. As displayed in Figure, session initiator is always the entity, who sends
invitations to the middleware, where it is distributed to all listening entities. Dashed
line at the middle of the figure indicates an active session between two hotspots.

Figure 19. Session messaging example.
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State machine

Figure 20 represents state machine for the Session Managers. The state machine is
divided into three parts, which are specific to the the role of the hotspot during the
session, and which type of the hotspot is in question. Upon starting up the system, the
state is set to "Listening", where Session Manager passively listens all session related
messaging in the channel. When a user at the hotspot wants to initiate a session, the
rightmost part of the state machine is followed. In other hand, if the session manager
receives an invitation from the channel, left side of the state machine is followed. There
is also a transition from any state directly to an established state in order to explicitly
open a session.

Upon sending an invitation to the channel, state is changed to "Waiting participants",
until at least one other hotspot has accepted the invitation. If users do not see, or react
to the invitation, state is returned back to the starting point after 30 seconds of waiting
for a response to arrive. After receiving at least one ACCEPT-message, the state is
moved to "Waiting initiator action" where initiator is displayed an option to select
the participant for a session. If the initiator cannot decide the partner in 30 seconds,
timeout is triggered, and the state is moved back to "Listening". After session initiator
has selected the participant, session transitions into an "Established"-state. In any of
these intermediate states, initiator may withdraw session invitation and the session state
is moved back to "Listening".

When Session Manager receives invitation from the channel, its state transitions
to "Waiting peer action". In that state visual message for the incoming invitation is
displayed at the hotspot screen. Additionally in this state, channel is listened for more
incoming invitations, and upon receiving one, it is also displayed on the screen. After at
least one invitation has been received, invited user’s reaction is waited until 30 second
timeout moves the Session Manager back to "Listening"-state. It is also possible that
the session initiator decides to withdraw the invitation, before anyone has accepted it.
In that case, the WITHDRAW-message moves the receiver’s state back to "Listening".
In case user accepts the invitation, a confirmation message is expected back from the
initiator. Again, 30 second timeout moves the state back to "Listening". Only after
receiving "ACK"-message from the session initiator, target application is launched,
and the session state is changed to "Established".

At the middle of Figure 20 is a direct state transition between any state and the
"Established"-state. This transition is used when the session is formed between hotspot
instances embedded in the same frame. This session forming implicitly creates a ses-
sion with other hotspot instance, without asking user’s permission beforehand. START-
message sent during this operation is used to open the correct application, while the
BYE-message sent at the end is only used for logging purposes.
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Figure 20. State machine for the session management.

Implementation

Session Manager was implemented directly into the Layout Manager using JavaScript.
State machine, used in Session Manager, was originally developed by Gordon [45].
Using JavaScript allowed easy modification of the visual cues, which were used to pro-
voke user to take part in a session. Session Manager is connecting to a broker through
WebSocket, and it uses STOMP protocol in communication. STOMP implementation
is a JavaScript library maintained by Mesnil [46]. First version of the Session Manager
was created as a standalone application where core functionalities were implemented
and tested before taking them into a production environment. Second version was im-
plemented inside the Layout Manager, and it used first version as a starting point for
further development.

Session Manager enables application developers to brand the session creation phase
with an application-specific graphics and texts. When the application is selected from
the service menu, first thing user sees is Session Manager’s screen. Figure 21 displays
an application specific Session Manager, showing available selections for two modes,
in which the game can be played. At the right side of the screen, currently selected
mode is circumscribed with a green circle. Icons attempt to visually describe which
kind of operation is performed upon sending an invitation. First icon displays two users
on different sides of the hotspot, indicating that the game is played against the user on
the other side of the hotspot. Currently selected option displays four hotspots, with an
arrow leaving from one and ending up to three hotspots, indicating that the invitation
involves other hotspots too. Lower left quadrant of the screen is reserved for a page
displaying the amount of people in close proximity of the hotspots. Information is
updated in real-time according the context-events published by hotspots around Oulu.
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Figure 21. Application-specific session management window.

Listing 4.1 displays an example for an INVITE-message. Message is represented
in JSON-format and consists of key-value pairs in string-fields. All session messages
have the same fields present in each message.

Field "message_type" contains the type of the message, and its value may be one
of the following: INVITE, ACCEPT, ACK, DECLINE, BYE, WITHDRAW, TIME-
OUT, or START. Each application in UBI-hotspots has been assigned unique ID. This
information is transmitted in "application_id"-field and used by the participating entity
to identify correct application for which the session is created for. If the user using
UBI-hotspot has logged in, user’s ID is transmitted in a field "user_id". UBI-hotspots
are assigned with a unique identification, which is sent within a field "instance_id".
Timestamp is saved in ISO 8601-format and it marks the local time at the message
sending UBI-hotspot. Each hotspot keeps it’s clock synchronized using NTP. Last
field is randomly generated, 32 byte long session-specific ID. Session ID is generated
with JavaScript’s Math.random(), which uses current time as a seed-value.

Listing 4.1. INVITE-type of session message
{

" message_ type " : " INVITE " ,
" a p p l i c a t i o n _ i d " : " 1 3 6 " ,
" u s e r _ i d " : " " ,
" i n s t a n c e _ i d " : " r o t u a a r i −sou th −1" ,
" t imes t amp ":"2013−07−29T10 : 2 0 : 3 1 . 9 1 5 Z " ,
" s e s s i o n _ i d " : " lUgJa5Jcz1u9EJUBfARFhoNhsFLROXmd "

}
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4.3.3. Logger

Logging component was written in Java. It is using Spring 3.2.0 [47] application
framework and RabbitMQ’s Java-client version 3.1.0. Information picked up from the
messages is saved to a relational MySQL [48] database. As a more static component
in the middleware, Logger is connecting to a broker using AMQP.

There is one named queue, "logging", configured in the broker as a durable queue.
Message’s time to live (TTL) has been set to seven days, indicating that received mes-
sages will be stored in the queue for the duration of seven days, after which they are
discarded. Within this seven day time frame, messages need to be consumed from
the queue. If the messages are not marked as persistent messages, logging queue will
be emptied when the broker is shut down or it hangs unexpectedly. Saving messages
temporary to a queue allows modifications to be made for the logging software without
losing the messages published during the time when there are no logging consumers at-
tached to the queue. In addition, queue can share workload between logging instances
whenever there are more than one Logger attached to the queue.

Messages, which Logger is expecting to receive, are formatted in JSON-format, and
they are validated towards specific JSON-schema to filter out malformed and erroneous
messages. JSON-schemas are defined for all message types Logger should pick up
from the flow of events.

When a new AMQP message is received from the channel, it is first passed to a mes-
sage handler, which extracts the body of the message away. Body is a binary block,
which containing JSON-string, used by other components in communication. Infor-
mation about the exchange, where message was published, is extracted from AMQP
headers. Exchange information is used to select JSON-schema to parse message with.
Every message must pass JSON validation before it is handed over to the next step. If
message is not valid according to the schema, it is saved for later inspection, and a log-
message is generated to indicate that an incorrectly formatted message was received.
Correctly formed messages are parsed using google-gson-library [49] to create a Java-
object from the message. SQL-statement is then built with Java’s PreparedStatement to
prevent possible SQL-injections, and the information is inserted into a database. The
class-diagram for the Logger is displayed in Figure 22 for its relevant parts.

In order to keep Logger implementation simple, it fetches only one message at a
time from the broker queue, processes it, and acknowledges the message informing
the broker that it can be removed from the queue. Performance-wise this solution can
handle around 18 messages per second, which by far is not the best available solution,
but given the amount of traffic, it should be sufficient enough for now. During the
time message has been marked as being delivered to the consumer, but consumer has
not yet acknowledged the delivery, message is held in queue in a state where it cannot
be consumed by other consumers. If the Logger-instance dies during message han-
dling (without acknowledging it), or otherwise disconnects from the broker, message
is released from the hold and made available for other logging instances. This should
prevent situations, where messages are held in a queue forever.
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Figure 22. Logger class diagram.

Logger implementation should be simple enough to extend it later to handle more
channels. When new message format is introduced, classes MessageHandler and Log-
gingDAOImpl, as well as interface LoggingDAO need to be changed. Also JSON-
schema, conforming to new message format, need to be copied into the schemas-folder,
and information about the schema has to be configured to a context definition-file. In
addition to these steps, new tables need to be added to a MySQL-database.
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5. EVALUATION

Middleware evaluation was performed on three different aspects; heuristic, perfor-
mance, and application development. The heuristic evaluation uses eight distributed
systems paradigms as the basic principles, which distributed system should address.
This evaluation examines how the middleware handles these principles. Performance
evaluation clarifies the operational boundaries for the middleware, which factors are
limiting the overall performance, and what should be kept in mind when using the sys-
tem on its limits. The third evaluation pilots application development using different
middleware services.

5.1. Heuristic evaluation

Tanenbaum et al. has listed eight principles of distributed systems to be processes,
communication, naming, synchronization, caching and replication, fault tolerance, and
security [5 p.704-715]. These principles are used as basic cornerstones for distributed
systems, where the implemented middleware system is reflected.

Processes

There are mainly two kinds of processes in the system, the broker process and client
processes. Broker process is used here in singular form, because the implementation
has only one broker process running. In case of distributed broker, there would be
several broker processes executing, forming an overlay network of brokers.

Client programs are separate processes on the remote hosts, which are taking part
in the distributed system. Communications between these client processes are handled
with client libraries. Client processes may be executables running on their own, or
processes, which implement communication protocol through a client library.

Communication

Communication between processes is an important aspect in distributed systems and
it creates a new kind of challenges when compared to a non-distributed platforms.
Traditionally in client-server connections, message exchanges are handled by prim-
itive communication facilities, but in order to build large-scale distributed systems,
the communication need to evolve to a more sophisticated method. There are three
widely-used models for communication presented: Remote Procedure Call (RPC),
Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM), and data streaming. The implemented middle-
ware system is following publish/subscribe approach in event-based, message-oriented
communication model.

Naming

Naming on the system is partly relying to the external DNS, which is used by the client
processes to resolve the broker’s whereabouts in order to join the system.
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Entities in the system are addressed through a DNS-type of naming, where entity
names are addressed with a hierarchical notation. Entity address is formed by group-
ing labels together with dots. Labels cannot be empty and they must have an alphanu-
meric string. Special characters such as "*" and "#" can be used as labels to indicate a
wildcard label in order to address group of entities at once.

Synchronization

The synchronization between processes is handled through Session Managers, which
are communicating by passing events to each other. Each Session Manager is using a
state machine, which state is changed by the event. Distributed broker infrastructure
uses synchronization with queues in order to update queues to the slave node, which is
joining the distributed broker. Queue is in unresponsive state, before the synchroniza-
tion has been completed.

One form of synchronization is offered by FIFO-queues used in brokers, which en-
sure that the consuming applications receive messages in the same order they were
added to the queue. This does not always provide guarantees that the messages are
delivered in the same order they have been sent by the producer. Only a case where
message is published in one channel, passing through one exchange to one queue, and
is ending up to only one outgoing channel, the message is guaranteed to be delivered
in the order they were sent. Transactions supported by the broker are only applied to
publishes and acks, but other operations are not transactional.

Caching and Replication

RabbitMQ implements one form of caching with queues, where messages are stored
before they are consumed. Caching is achieved by storing messages in client’s queue
during the time client is absent. This requires durable queues and an active subscription
between the queue and an exchange.

Message replication is not supported by the broker, which by specification, ensures
that one message is delivered only to one consumer. If the message replication is
required, it needs to be implemented on the consuming application side. Distributed
broker supports replication in form of mirrored queues across the broker cluster.

Fault tolerance

Partial failures may occur when one component in a distributed system fails. This
failure in turn may affect the operations of other system components, but does not
necessary have an impact on the operation of the whole system. Component failures
in non-distributed systems are often total, affecting all components, and may easily be
a show stopper for the entire system. When a failure occurs, distributed system should
continue at least partial operations while repairs are performed. Four properties are
defined as a requirement for a fault tolerant system: availability, reliability, safety, and
maintainability.

Availability is defined as a property, which indicates a portion of time a system is
ready to be used immediately. Reliability in turn refers to a property that a system
can run continuously without failure. Reliability is defined in terms of a time interval
instead of an instant in time. If a system goes down for one millisecond every hour, it
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has an availability of over 99.9999 %, but is still highly unreliable. Similarly, a system
that never crashes but is shut down for two weeks every August has high reliability but
only 96 % availability [6 p.322 - 323].

Safety in this context refers to the situation when a system temporarily fails to oper-
ate correctly, but nothing catastrophic happens because of it. Maintainability indicates
how easily a failed system can be repaired. Highly maintainable system may also
show high level of availability, especially in systems which can automatically detect
and recover from errors.

These aforementioned properties are internal to a broker implementation, of which
fault tolerance can be increased by creating clustered environment to form a dis-
tributed broker. Message fault tolerance is increased by using TCP in the transport
layer, ensuring that the message gets delivered between clients and the broker. The
publish/subscribe-type of communication does not provide guarantees that every pub-
lished message will be delivered to at least one consumer. If there are currently sub-
scriptions active for published events, publishers can use transactions to ensure mes-
sage delivery to broker, and consumers can use acknowledgements to inform that the
message has reached an endpoint. Message properties can be modified to instruct bro-
ker to persist messages into a hard disk, allowing them to survive broker crashes and
shutdowns.

Although only stable releases of RabbitMQ are used, it should be expected that the
software will crash in the future for some reason. It can be caused, for example, by
commissioning a new, previously unused feature or by a software upgrade to a new
RabbitMQ-version containing a bug. The consequences of an unknown incident are
hard to predict precisely, but this section attempts to highlight few probably the most
likely events to occur.

The most hazardous incident will be the case when broker software, or an underlying
hardware suffers a critical malfunction, rendering the whole system unavailable. If the
software in single-instance implementations of the broker crashes, the system becomes
non-existent. During the down-time, operations are halted and no messages can be
patched through. Non-durable queues and non-persistent messages are lost as also
are the contents of the durable queues. Only durable queues with persistent messages
stored on them may survive broker crashes. Persistent messages are written on a disk
upon sending them to a queue.

One possible scenario is where all connections between endpoints and the middle-
ware broker are lost. This situation can be caused by several reasons including, e.g.,
network equipment failure. Disconnected network itself doesn’t sound too alarming,
but the situation turns to more problematic if endpoints are using automatically created,
non-durable queues. These kind of queues are created upon connecting to a broker, and
are also destroyed when the connection closes. If there are messages in a queue, wait-
ing to be consumed, they are lost. Durable queues and persistent messages can be used
to circumvent the problems, but they all come with a performance penalty. The Java-
client, which RabbitMQ offers, does not support "hot availability"-functionality. This
means, that the client does not reconnect automatically after disconnecting from the
broker. Reconnect mechanism need to be implemented on the client software itself.

As described earlier in this work, broker has several means of scalability and they
are affected in different ways, if one node shuts down unexpectedly. In a RabbitMQ
cluster, active/active high availability can be used for queues so that the queues are
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mirrored on other nodes participating in a RabbitMQ cluster. The result for this is that
if one node in a cluster fails, the queue can automatically switch to one of the mirrored
queues and continue operations. Clients need to be aware of closed connection so that
it can automatically connect to one of the remaining nodes in the cluster. In case the
mirrored queue master goes down, clients need to start re-consuming from the queue
in order to receive a new master for that queue. Federated exchanges are one form
of building distributed brokers consisting of individually managed broker instances,
or clusters of broker nodes. Federation of exchanges is aimed to mirror messages
from one exchange to another, and it can be used to distribute parts of the system to
operate on a smaller domain in order to create smaller, separate islands, where the
fault is contained. This method still suffers from the same problems than single-node
or clustered brokers. Shovel is comparable to a federation, but works only on a lower
level by consuming messages from one queue and delivering them to another local or
remote exchange.

Currently implemented broker software is running on a virtual machine, and the
virtualization environment is executing on a one physical node. If the underlying hard-
ware fails, human interaction is required to either replace the failed hardware, or to
start a new instance of the virtual machine on other node. Hardware failures may not
be prevented, but the impact on the downtime can be reduced with virtualization.

During run-time, the exhaustion of memory with RabbitMQ needs to be avoided.
Things start to go wrong at that point, if broker uses CPU time to page the memory
content on to a disk, instead of emptying the queues or using it to route incoming
messages to destinations. This situation is most likely to occur when queues are fed
more messages than the consumer can consume from them. Messages stored in queues
consume the available memory and require more CPU time per message to deliver to a
consumer. Only way to resolve issue on constantly growing queues is to reduce amount
of messages incoming to the broker, unless they are shoveled elsewhere.

Security

Clients (being a non-human entity here) using AMQP can prove their identity over the
wire by using SASL [50], a pluggable authentication mechanism embedded in AMQP.
SASL lets the client and the server negotiates the used authentication mechanism with-
out the need for outer protocol (e.g., AMQP) to know how authentication works. SASL
offers several mechanism for authentication; simple PLAIN consist of sending a user-
name and a password over the wire in plaintext, and an EXTERNAL mechanism with
a some way to determine user’s identity using some mechanism outside the context of
the protocol. EXTERNAL mechanism does not specify on how the user’s identity is
determined. Outside mechanism may be, e.g., TLS, for which RabbitMQ provides a
plugin to connect without supplying username and password. If clients connect using
TLS, they are required to present a client certificate, which is trusted by server’s cer-
tificate authority. The username is taken from a common name (CN) attribute of the
certificate, and if the username is found from the server, client is allowed to connect.

To store the user credentials, RabbitMQ has an internal database of users and per-
missions. User database can be managed with a command-line tool, through HTTP
API, or from a web UI. Plugin system can be used to replace the internal database also
with an external solution. Internal user database is sufficient enough for small imple-
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mentations, where users do not need to be configured regularly. If the organization
uses centrally administered user database, RabbitMQ ships with a plugin to authenti-
cate users and check authorization information against LDAP database. This can be
used to replace the internal database or just to augment it.

When client establishes connection to a server, it specifies in which virtual host it
intends to operate on. First level of access control is enforced at this point, when
server checks if the user has permissions to access the desired virtual host. Connection
is rejected, if the requested virtual host is not allowed for the user. Second level of
access control is enforced when an operation is performed on a resource. Resources
are named entities on a virtual host; same name denotes a different resource in each
virtual host. Each resource is configured to a user with a permissions to perform con-
figure, write, and read operations. Configure allows creation, deletion, or modification
of objects, write enables sending a messages to an object, and read allows retriev-
ing a messages from an object. User must have appropriate permissions in order to
perform operations on an object. Permissions are expressed as a triplet of regular
expressions, one for each operation on a resource. For example, following regular ex-
pression ^(amq\.gen.*|ubidoku.*|session.*)\$ on a write-resource al-
lows user create an automatically configured queue "amq.gen.*", and send messages
to exchanges "ubidoku.*" and "session.*". When configuring permissions, resources
such as queues and exchanges are dealt the same way.

Authentication & authorization is only a part of the overall system security. Tapping
on the wire between communicating endpoints allows 3rd party to observe message
exchange. AMQP itself transfers message unencrypted, making it vulnerable to an
eavesdropping. This can be avoided using TLS, which is designed to prevent message
eavesdropping and tampering. TLS relies on X.509 certificates, which uses asymmet-
ric cryptography to authenticate communicating parties, and to exchange symmetric
keys. The symmetric key is used as a session key to encrypt the data between com-
munication endpoints. Certificate authorities (CA) and public key infrastructure (PKI)
are required when using X.509 certificates in order to verify the certificate owner and
to generate, sign, and validate certificates.

5.2. Performance aspects

Overall performance of RabbitMQ depends on a huge number of different variables
in the system. Additionally, there is also an extensive list of available features and
plugins, which may have an impact on performance, if used. Only the most signifi-
cant factors affecting performance are introduced in this section. These factors include
mandatory and immediate flags in AMQP, acknowledgements, publisher confirms, and
message persistence. Message size is also one variable affecting the overall perfor-
mance in pure message throughput [26].

RabbitMQ’s message processing is CPU and memory intensive task. These two
properties are the most important host machine variables affecting the performance.
Message processing mainly involves routing message from an exchange to a queue and
later from the queue to a consumer. These procedures are performed with CPU, and
even with lightly utilized system, the CPU load can be notable. Messages in queues are
saved into the memory before they are delivered to the consumer. When the operating
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system determines appropriate, it starts the paging operations in order to free up more
RAM to store messages. In light of performance, this will be an exhaustive procedure
if queues grow large enough.

Mandatory-flag is set during publish to tell the broker how to react if the message
cannot be routed to a queue. If the flag is set, the broker returns unroutable message
with a return method. If the mandatory-flag has not been set, broker silently drops
the message. Immediate-flag tells the broker how to react if the message cannot im-
mediately be routed to a consumer attached to a queue. When the flag has been set,
the broker returns an undeliverable message with a return method. If the flag has not
been set, the broker will queue the message, but does not provide guarantee that the
message will ever be consumed. Both of these requires internal query to be made to a
queue, increasing workload on the broker. Both of these features drops messaging rate
to approximately 40% compared to situation where they are not used [51].

Acknowledgements in RabbitMQ are used by consumers to indicate a broker that
the message has been delivered to it and handled correctly, so it is safe for a broker to
delete it from the queue. Multiple messages may be acknowledged at once by using
multiple-flag in acknowledge-message. For example, if acknowledgements are sent
every tenth message, one-tenth of acknowledgements are transmitted compared to that
when using automatic acks. The more acknowledgement-messages are sent, more
processing power broker need to put in to handle those. Also network traffic is reduced
with multiple acknowledged messages.

Publisher confirms (aka Publisher Acknowledgements) is RabbitMQ’s extension to
an AMQP-protocol. AMQP offers transactions as a way to guarantee the message is
never lost. However, transactions are heavyweight operations and decrease throughput
significantly. Transactional channel and a channel in confirm mode is mutually exclu-
sive concept. TCP takes care that the packet is transmitted at the transport layer, but
does not ensure that the packet is acted upon. When broker acknowledges the mes-
sage, it assumes responsibility for it, informing publisher that the message is handled
successfully. There are several cases when the message is seen as successfully handled
inside the broker, triggering the sending of a confirmation-message [51].

Message persistence has effect on performance, because every message transmitted
to a queue is also persisted into a disk. This way messages, which are not consumed
from the durable queue, are saved between broker restarts. Using durable queues
alone does not provide message persistence, because the persistence is configured per-
message basis. Durable queues are saved to a disk, allowing queue to survive broker
restarts, but the queue contents is cleared during the shutdown. Messages have a per-
sistence mode, which need to be configured on per message basis. Disk writes are
performed in an asynchronous manner, but not necessary for every message. Mes-
sages are first cached into a memory, where buffers are flushed to the disk when seen
appropriate by the operating system [52].

RabbitMQ implements three flavours of flow control: a per-connection mechanism,
a global mechanism based on memory use, and a disk-based mechanism when the
available disk space drops too low. When publishers are blocked, all communication
with the connected client is halted, even the connection heartbeats. Per-connection
flow control prevents publishers from publishing messages faster than they can be
routed from exchanges to queues by blocking publisher’s connections to the broker.
This blocking/unblocking-procedure can occur several times per second. Flow control
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is hard-coded functionality and cannot be turned off without modifying the source code
and compiling the broker software. Second mechanism is based on broker memory us-
age, which starts to throttle publishers in order to limit incoming traffic. By default, the
threshold for blocking all connections is set to 40% of installed RAM on the server, or
40% of the available virtual address space, whichever is smaller. This threshold can be
changed at a run-time or through a configuration-file. RabbitMQ’s total memory usage
may climb over 40% because of Erlang’s garbage collection procedures. Third mech-
anism is based on available disk space in the broker machine. Even transient messages
may be paged into a disk if the RAM is starting to run out. The default threshold for
available disk space is set to 1 GB, after which RabbitMQ starts to block producers
from sending new messages. It is highly likely that the disk space exhaustion will
introduce instability in RabbitMQ [26].

5.3. Performance evaluation

Performance evaluation was performed to examine the operational limits within the
production environment, still keeping the system in a stable state. Stable system can
be seen as a system, which can send messages to consumers faster than they are sent
to the broker. This evaluation examines theoretical background on queues and operat-
ing system enforced limits on connections, as well measured messaging performance
through the broker with several scenarios. These measurements reveal the most likely
occurring performance bottlenecks in the middleware.

System under testing was installed on a kernel-based virtual machine with CentOS
6.4 as a guest operating system. Virtual machine had two 2.7 GHz CPU cores, 4 GB
of RAM and 40 GB space on the hard drive. Host machine offered 1 Gbps network
connection to the core network, while UBI-hotspots were connected to the broker with
connections varying from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps.

Software components for the evaluation were written in Java and they were using
RabbitMQ’s Java-client version 3.0.4. RabbitMQ version 3.1.1 was used as the broker
software. Messaging protocol during measurements was AMQP, since the broker is
based on in. In other hand, STOMP could be used with the broker also, and due to its
more lightweight nature, it might give better performance readings.

5.3.1. Queue performance

Queues are buffers, which hold messages before consumers have consumed them.
Consumers may have more than one queue where they are consuming messages from,
but in larger environments, it is typical to have multiple consumers consuming mes-
sages from one queue. Basic fact in queue performance is that they are working the
fastest when they are empty. When a queue is empty, and it has consumers waiting for
events, arriving message is delivered straight to the consumer. The load on the CPU,
introduced by a passing by message, is very small. If the queue is not empty, when a
new message arrives, it has to be queued up. When queue is holding messages, it has
an impact on the memory use, because the queues and their contents are kept in mem-
ory. Queueing and dequeuing messages requires processing power, so that the CPU
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cost per message is higher than with empty queues. If the queue receives messages
faster than they can be delivered to consumers, queue size starts to grow, which slows
down the message processing even more. Eventually the whole memory is filled with
messages stored in the queue. When queue receives a spike of published messages, it
has to use some time to deal with new publishes, taking CPU time away from handling
delivery of older messages already stored in the queue. If the queued messages are
written to a disk in order to free up RAM, CPU usage per message ends up being a lot
higher than with an empty queue. When the queue is not receiving new publications,
it can drain out queued messages to consumer at a higher rate [51].

5.3.2. Connection limits

The amount of connections to RabbitMQ is limited by socket descriptors. Socket De-
scriptor is one type of a File Descriptor (FD), which in POSIX-systems represent a
connection to the device, or a pipe or socket for communicating with another pro-
cess, as well as a normal file [53 p.70]. Portion of available file descriptors are used
as socket descriptors, which effectively limit the number of available connections to
the broker. File descriptor limits for the broker process are enforced by the operat-
ing system. Maximum available amount of file descriptors can be increased by the
system administrator. RabbitMQ installed on a CentOS 6.4 limited available socket
descriptors to 829 by default, resulting to 829 available connections to the broker. File
descriptor limits can be modified in /etc/security/limits.conf by setting
the desired amount of file descriptors for the user. Limits were configured to 85 000
open files, from which 90% may be used as socket descriptors, resulting in 76 408
available connections. Second limitation is enforced by a maximum number of open
files in a system, which according to /proc/sys/fs/file-max was set to 387
229. This limit is sufficient enough for the current implementation.

In addition, connections are identified by 5 pieces of information, called 5-tuple.
This is determined by the protocol (TCP here), source IP, source port, destination IP,
and destination port. Fixed information in this 5-tuple for a single broker case is the
protocol, source IP and source port. If a single connecting client is added up to the list,
the destination IP is also locked in with only destination port left as a variable. Des-
tination port (from the broker point-of-view) is picked up by the client when opening
a connection and it can be any of the available ones in the client machine. There are
216 possible ports, which can be used. This enforces a theoretical limit for open con-
nections per single host to 65 536, but in practice, some ports on the connecting client
machine are already reserved and cannot be used by the AMQP-connection. Other
connecting clients may have 65 536 additional simultaneous connections to the broker.

5.3.3. Throughput measurements

Throughput evaluations are concentrating on the amount of messages broker can pass
through in a time interval. This dimension is the same, what most of the broker evalua-
tion articles around the Internet are concentrating on. Features that were changed dur-
ing evaluation included consumer acknowledgements and message persistence. Mes-
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sage acknowledgements were tuned to a more suitable value in order to achieve higher
throughput. The performance impact of message persistence was measured when the
persistence was turned on. More extensive evaluation of broker features was left out
from this work. Throughput values were taken from the management plugin’s web
UI, and the recorded value was measured as a moving average for the last 10 minutes.
Topic-based exchange was used as the message entry point, since all currently imple-
mented middleware services are using topic exchanges. When comparing different
exchanges performance-wise, topic exchanges will be slower than fanout exchanges,
but still faster than headers exchanges.

Throughput with varying payload size and different amount of consumers

The first throughput evaluation was performed using one producer, which was creating
events consumed by varying amount of consumers. Producer and all consumers were
executing on separate virtual machines and they were connected to a broker with 1
Gbps network connection. Message payloads were random character strings, transmit-
ted as a byte stream with the following sizes: 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214,
215, 216, and 217. Message rates were measured 10 minutes after starting the endpoints.
Throughput values were measured for each payload size separately starting from one
consumer and ending up to six consumers. All consumers created own queue in the
broker and subscribed to the same topic. Messages were sent to a single exchange,
where the routing decision was made.

Consumers were set to acknowledge every 50th message in order to reduce network
traffic and the processing of acknowledgement messages. The reason for setting ac-
knowledgement to occur every 50th message was that when using automatic acknowl-
edgements, performance was worse. When single producer was sending messages with
20 B payload and a consumer was set to use automatic acknowledgements, only 12 338
messages per second delivery rate was achieved. Consumer alone could achieve almost
50 000 messages per second delivery rate, when consuming from a non-empty queue
with several million 175 byte long messages queued.

Figure 23 summarizes the measured throughput for the scenario where one producer
is sending messages to a one exchange. This measurement was divided into six sce-
narios, each with different amount of consumers attached. Messaging rate with only
one consumer gives the base line for the throughput what could be expected. Each
additional consumer added more overhead for the message delivery process, but in
turn also increased the total amount of messages, which were leaving the broker. The
values in the figure are presented as a delivery rate per consumer. The best perfor-
mance was achieved with only a single consumer, and adding more consumers only
decreased per-consumer throughput. Different payload sizes under 29 bytes did not
seem to have significant effect on throughput. First clearly visible drop in message
delivery rate can be seen when payload size increased from 210 to 211. This is when
the total packet size (payload + headers) increased over Ethernet’s 1500 byte MTU and
packets start fragmenting. Second significant drop is visible between payload sizes 212

and 213, when broker’s virtual machine’s host computer’s network interface controller
(NIC) started to limit packet flow to around 120 000 packets per second, after which
the messaging rate decreased linearly when payload size grew. This behaviour was
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not expected. Before NIC limited messaging rate to 120k pps, RabbitMQ restricted
producer’s publishing rate using in-built flow control mechanisms, as expected.
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Figure 23. Message delivery rates with variable payload sizes and different amounts
of consumers.

Multiple producers and one consumer

Second evaluation was planned to be performed with 20 producers on UBI-hotspot’s
virtual machines and a one consumer at the same physical location as the broker. This
scenario attempted to measure the performance of the logging facilities in terms of
message throughput to logging queue and to logging application. The measured values
do not reflect the performance of the consuming application, which is handling the
delivered messages.

Throughput of 15 168 messages per second with 200 B payload was measured when
using one consumer and one producer. Any significant difference in throughput perfor-
mance between 20 B and 200 B payload lengths was not recorded. Session messages
are in average 175 bytes in size and therefore it was selected as a payload size for this
measurement. Based on the previous measurements, expected throughput value was
at most 15 000 messages per second with one consumer. Available resources in UBI-
hotspot virtual machines required limiting the allowed message transmission rate to 1
000 messages per second per producer. When 20 hotspots are set to generate traffic
simultaneously, it should provide enough traffic sources to reach the limits found in
previous measurement.

As the first step, 11 producers were started on separate hotspots, with each producing
1 000 messages per second to the same exchange. After eight minutes, 12th producer
was started in order to increase the incoming traffic to the broker by 1 000 messages
per second. Five minutes later, 13th producer was started to increase incoming rate
by 1 000 messages. Message rate through RabbitMQ was recorded after 10 minutes
of running 13 producers and the recorded delivery rate was 12 976. Two minutes
afterwards, right before 6:08 in Figure 24, 14th producer was launched.
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When 14 000 messages per second was published to the exchange, CPU load on
both cores in broker machine was 99%. After three minutes were passed, RabbitMQ
could no longer route messages from the exchange to the queue and send messages
from queue to the consumer concurrently. This resulted to continuously increasing
queue size, and after reaching around 60 000 queued messages, delivery and acknowl-
edgement rates for the consumer plummeted, as can be seen from Figure 24.

In order to keep queue in stable state, consumer need to get messages from the queue
faster than they are routed to there. After hitting around 60 000 messages stored in the
queue, delivery rate to consumer settled down to 1 050 messages per second while
RabbitMQ (despite of flow control) allowed publishers to still publish 8 756 messages
per second to the exchange. This kind of situation results to forever growing queue
size, which eventually would crash the broker after the free disk space has been filled
with queued messages. In current single-instance broker architecture, the only solution
for this problem is to shut down producers.

Figure 24. 14 000 publishes per second.

When looking at recorded 10 min moving averages for 13 005 published and 12 976
delivered messages, it can be seen that the queue length was increasing also when only
13 producers were sending messages. RabbitMQ reported that the total queue length
has been growing for the last recorded 10 minutes on average of 14 messages per
second. The variation in queue grow of steady queue is typically positioned between -1
and +1 messages per second with similar messaging rates in question. The conclusion
from this is that RabbitMQ can sustain slightly under 13 000 published messages per
second with this evaluation setup. If the environment changes (mostly CPU time being
assigned to other processes) in the same machine, the throughput values will also differ
from the measured values.
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Persistent messages with multiple producers and one consumer

The previous evaluation with multiple producers and one consumer was enhanced by
turning on the message persistence. Test setup was kept otherwise the same, only
producers were configured to set the message persistence into delivery mode 2 (per-
sistence without priority settings). Message payload was kept on 175 bytes, publisher
confirms were not enabled and consumer acknowledged every 50th message.

Rough limit for persistent message throughput was first examined by starting seven
producers with total of 7 000 messages published per second. After the seventh pro-
ducer was started, RabbitMQ could handle the traffic for three minutes, but eventually
the queue length started to raise rapidly, indicating that 7 000 persistent messages per
second was too much for the broker to handle.

Measurement was started by first creating six producers with each producing 1 000
persistent messages per second. These six producers were started during a six minute
time frame. Seventh producer was started five minutes later, but the publishing rate
for the producer was lowered to 500 messages per second. 12 minutes after starting
the seventh producer, eighth producer was started with only 300 messages per second
publishing rate.

The achieved delivery rate of 6 805 messages per second to the consumer was stable
for 10 minutes. For an unknown reason, message consumption staggered for a small
time, which was enough for a queue size to grow up to around 60 000 messages.
The situation, where consumer delivery rate declined rapidly, allowing queue length
to grow, was encountered also without persistent messages. Delivery rate to consumer
lowered first to 1 200 messages per second and started steadily decline while the queue
continued to grow. All producers were shut down to recover from the situation, and
the message consumption rate for the consumer rapidly rose to around 7 000 message
per second, as can be seen from the Figure 25. Messages were consumed with this
rate until the queue length reached around 60 000 messages, and the consumption rate
tripled to 21 000 messages per second for the duration of few seconds, until all queued
messages were consumed.

Figure 25. Persistent messaging with eight producers.
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Throughput to one topic with one producer and several consumers

Evaluating the system with one producer using different amount of topics and different
amount consumers reveals how the performance is affected when more complex rout-
ing is present in the system. The results from this evaluation were reflected to a result
from the measurement with varying payload sizes and different number of consumers.
The setup used in this evaluation consisted of multiple topics and multiple consumers
so that the first consumer was subscribed to the first topic, second consumer to sec-
ond topic and so forth up to six topics and six consumers. At the end, each consumer
was subscribed to only one topic, and messages sent to one topic was listened by only
one consumer. As the baseline has been measured in first throughput evaluation, this
evaluation started with two topics and two consumers. The message payload for this
evaluation was fixed to 28 bytes.

Figure 26 displays results from the measurement. There are two lines visible, where
the line marked with 1 topic represents the situation when there was only one topic
and one consumer present. Second line indicates messaging rate, which was achieved
when more topics and consumers were attached to the exchange. Messaging rate is
measured on per-consumer basis, and it indicates that when there are more complex
routing involved in the exchange, it clearly reduces throughput. In this evaluation,
publishing rate was only limited by RabbitMQ’s flow control mechanisms.
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Figure 26. Message delivery rates with separate topics.

Throughput to one topic with several producers and consumers

This evaluation attempted to use 20 producers and 20 consumers at the virtual ma-
chines in UBI-hotspots in order to simulate more realistic operating environment for
the session manager. Messages payload size of 175 bytes was chosen for the evalua-
tion. All consumers were subscribed to one topic, where all producers were concur-
rently sending events. Each consumer also had own, automatically created queue in
use. When one producer was started, one consumer was also started at the same time
so that at any time, there was the same amount of producers and consumers present
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in the system. Each producer was started with a publishing rate of 300 messages per
second. Expected throughput from the broker can be calculated with an Equation (1).

Expected message delivery rate x is

rn2 = x, (1)

where r is publishing rate and n is an amount of producer-consumer pairs in the
system.

Initially, three pairs of endpoints were started with a total of 900 published and 2
700 delivered messages per second. New pair of producers and consumers was started
every 11 minutes. When seven pairs of endpoints were running, the total amount of
queued messages started to increase gradually for the next seven minutes, and reached
the total of around 40 000 queued messages divided to seven queues. After staying
there for two and half minutes, the total queue length started to decline steadily to-
wards the zero. Empty queue situation was reached 13 minutes after launching the
seventh pair of endpoints. After the situation had settled down, eighth endpoint pair
was launched. Figure 27 displays the queue situation and delivery rates moment after
the eight pair of endpoints was launched. As can be seen from the Figure, amount
of messages in queue started to climb rapidly. At the same time, around 11:00:30,
consumer acknowledged message rate also rose a bit higher for few second, but then
started to show indications of struggling to keep up. These eight producers were pub-
lishing 2 400 messages for eight consumers to consume. This would have required to
achieve the total of 19 200 deliveries per second, which was too much for RabbitMQ
to handle with current hardware. The stable situation with seven pairs of consumers
and producers achieved 2 091 published messages and 14 629 delivered messages per
second. This delivery rate seems to be in line with the findings from previous measure-
ments.

Figure 27. Eight producers and eight consumers launched.
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Future directions

Last evaluated scenario attempts to predict the traffic, which could be generated in the
future by a growing number of applications in UBI-infrastructure. To achieve this,
the system was expected to handle 20 times the current amount of producers and con-
sumers per hotspot, than there are today. These producers are expected to send mes-
sages at a small rate of five messages per second, with a message payload of 200 bytes.
When using this small messaging rate, each message was acknowledged by the con-
sumer. Values were measured as a moving average for the last 10 minutes.

Each producer was configured to send five messages per second, but in reality the
constrained resources in UBI-hotspot’s virtual machine limited the publishing rate to
only around three messages per second. Three messages per second is a result from
creating too many threads for the virtual machine to handle. Consumers were started
before producer in order keep the queues from building up. 60 consumers and 60 pro-
ducers were started up in each UBI-hotspot. Each producer in a hotspot published
messages into a separate topic. Likewise, each consumer in a hotspot was subscribed
to a different topic. The topic names were "fi.ubioulu.capacity.test.x", where x is a
number between 0 and 59. Producers and consumers were assigned topics with a run-
ning numbering in the order they were started. First producer would publish messages
to topic "fi.ubioulu.capacity.test.0", second into topic "fi.ubioulu.capacity.test.1", and
so on, up to 59 topics. This should provide an illusion of 60 different applications
communicating concurrently in the network.

180 producers and consumer were started first, resulting into 560 published and 1
737 delivered messages through the broker per second. Then the amount was increased
to 240 pairs of producers and consumers leading to 795 published and 3138 delivered
messages per second. When attempting to start additional 60 pairs of endpoints, Java-
clients started to report "java.net.ConnectException: Connection timed out" for several
endpoints, resulting only to a total of 290 producers and 281 consumers. 290 producers
were publishing at rate of 963 messages per second concurrently delivering 4 507
messages to consumers. Last batch of endpoints was started achieving total of 333
producers and 340 consumers. The publishing rate ended up to be 1 043 messages per
second, while the messages were delivered to consumers with a rate of 5 513 messages
per second.

Assuming that the previously started traffic sources at first four hotspots could con-
nect with all 60 consumers, then the resulting 50 first topics should have had atleast
6 consumers and last 10 topics 4-5 consumers. Likewise, the same is applied to pro-
ducers, 50 first topics were assumed to have 6 producers each and last 10 topics 4-5
producers.

This measurement was seized because the packet flow introduced by this test over-
loaded one of the routers in underlying panOULU-network. Router started to drop
packets, as it could not handle, them and the performance of the whole network suf-
fered. On average, the packet flow through the router is between 20 000 and 23 000
packets per second, while the broker network interface reported over 20 000 packets
flowing through it per second. During this test, the packet count passing through the
router increased by approximately 100%.
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5.3.4. Summary

There are several factors, which were found limiting the overall performance, but none
of them were limitations in the broker software.

The software implementations, which use RabbitMQ as the middleware broker, are
most likely to cause performance bottlenecks. First Logger implementation could han-
dle around 18 messages in second, which can be considered low, compared to amount
of traffic RabbitMQ can pass through to the logging application.

When evaluating performance with multiple producers, measurements were stopped
after the queue length started to grow linearly. The only solution to recover from
this situation, with single broker instance, is to shut producers down. Each time the
queue has reached approximately 60 000 messages (175 B per message, 10.5 MB in
total), delivery rate to consumer dropped significantly, as the messages could not be
dequeued fast enough. As the message queuing and dequeuing is CPU-intensive task,
this indicates that the throughput limitations are introduced by amount of available
CPU processing power.

One of the hardware limitations was encountered when the message payload size
was set to 213 or greater. Respective messaging rates in Figure 23 are not all limited
by the CPU processing power, but the capabilities of the network interface controller
in the broker machine. Virtual machine’s host computer was using NICs with Broad-
com 5720 chip to offer network connectivity, and they limited the number of processed
packets to only around 120 000 packets per second. At the same time, measured band-
width usage was 124 Mbps on a 1 Gbps network connection.

5.4. Application development

UbiBroker is intended to be used by several application developers, who create their
own applications for UBI-hotspots. The best way to assess middleware usability in
service development is to create an application. As the UBI-hotspots have been identi-
fied to be very prominent platform for gaming [22], a new game was developed using
implemented middleware services. In hope to entice spontaneous interaction between
people all around Oulu, a multiplayer Sudoku, called Ubidoku, was created. Ubidoku
utilizes all newly implemented services in UbiBroker such as RabbitMQ, Session Man-
ager, and Logger.

5.4.1. Scenario

"After finishing his swimming class Antti has a moment to spare while waiting for a bus
to arrive. He uses a public interactive display available in the lobby of the swimming
hall and browses its content. He sees an interesting multiplayer Sudoku and starts
it. The public display is networked with other similar displays around the city and
when Antti starts the game, an event is triggered to invite others to join. The other
displays have subscribed to the events of swimming hall display and when they see
the multiplayer invitation, they visualize the invitation on their screen real estate. The
visualization style varies depending on the state of a display, i.e., from a large visual
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cue in passive mode to attract people from a far distance to a small subtle cue when
display is in use. In other side of the city, Eve who is an elementary school student is
having a break between classes. She rushes toward a similar public display because,
despite being double sided, it gets busy very soon during the breaks. From the distance
she spots a "join game" invitation initiated by Antti. By touching the cue on the screen
Eve makes a decision to join Antti’s game. Antti sees that Eve has joined the game and
chooses to proceed into a game session. This discards the invitation event from the
display network while the game is on. During the in game session, Antti and Eve see
each other’s in a small video stream at the corner of the screen. The game, Sudoku,
synchronizes its game events between the different game instances."

Sudoku (or Number Place) in its classical form is a logic-based number placement
puzzle game. The puzzle is a 9x9 grid consisting of 9 pieces of 3x3 number blocks.
The objective is to fill the whole 9x9 grid with digits in a way that each column, row
and individual block contains all digits from 1 to 9, but not necessary in an ordered
fashion. Solving the puzzle is started by continuing a partially completed grid given
by the puzzle setter. Usually puzzles have a unique solution. Completed puzzles are a
type of Latin Square with additional constraints on the contents of individual blocks.
For example, the same integer is not allowed to appear twice in a row, column or in
any of the nine 3x3 blocks in grid.

5.4.2. Design and implementation

Ubidoku is a Sudoku-based game designed for UBI-hotspots. Ubidoku was developed
to assess the usability of the implemented middleware from an application developer’s
point of view. It functions as an experimental application, which utilizes all of the
previously implemented middleware services; Broker, Session Manager, and Logger.
Two targets were set for Ubidoku; first one was to develop a reference implementation
using middleware services, and the second one was to promote spontaneous interaction
in the wild among hotspot users. Future applications can use Ubidoku as an example
on how to connect, send and receive messages, and utilize logging services. Core func-
tionalities in Ubidoku were first developed outside UBI-hotspots, together with the first
version of the Session Manager. First version of the game implemented a minimal user
interface, which was necessary to develop the functionalities. Before Ubidoku could
be deployed into production, it required more sophisticated user interface. Second
version implemented also more satisfying graphics.

Sudoku was originally designed to be a single player game, and it was first published
in a French newspaper. To this date, Sudoku is still popularly played as a puzzle on a
paper. On the other hand, the game mechanism is simple, so that it is quite straight-
forward to develop the game, or add a multiplayer functionality to an existing one.
Because developing a new game for the hotspots was not the main focus of this thesis,
the game logic was searched from the Internet. UBI-hotspot services are implemented
using web-technologies, so the game needed to be playable in a web browser. For this
purpose, natural choice was to use JavaScript as the scripting-language in implement-
ing the game. Suitable JavaScript-based Sudoku generator was found to form a basis
for Ubidoku. This generator was developed by Rager [54], and he also offered a refer-
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ence implementation for the generator. The Sudoku-generator is under public domain
so, in light of copyright issues, it is permissible to use the selected code in this kind of
environment.

In its original design, Sudoku does not provide traditional multiplayer possibility at
all, but instead functions in offering gaming experience for only one people at a time
in single player mode. The multiplayer aspect in Ubidoku is brought in by gathering
additional player to compete on finding a solution for the puzzle in a collaborative
fashion, with a twist of competitive game play. One of the players wants to solve
the puzzle and acts in a role of a game initiator. Joining player is participating to a
game by trying to solve the same puzzle in a collaborative fashion, but at the same
time competing against the initiator on who can insert more correct numbers to a grid
before the puzzle is solved.

Ubidoku does not offer true single player gaming experience, as it is meant to be
played with other players. Game can be started by selecting "Ubidoku" from the list of
games in UBI-hotspot services. This opens an intermediary Session Manager, which
manages game sessions for the application. First version of Ubidoku targeted users
only on a city-wide scale by searching gaming partners in means of sending invitations
to other hotspots. This was later complemented with a mode to play locally with a
friend in one hotspot. As the hotspots may have one or two displays attached, it is
possible to play Ubidoku in modes on one hotspot. If the hotspot has two display
panels back-to-back, game is opened on both sides of the display for friends to play.
This type of multiplayer game view is identical to the game view played with a random
hotspot user from the other hotspots. The multiplayer game view is shown in Figure
28a. If the user wants to play with a friend at the hotspot, which has only one display
panel, they both are playing side-by-side at the same side of the hotspot, as displayed
in Figure 28b. Ubidoku played in one hotspot is launched without separately forming
a session, implicitly launching the game on the other side. Process for searching a
collaborative player amongst random hotspot users is made by selecting an option
to send an invitation to other hotspots. This is performed from the Ubidoku-specific
Session Manager screen by tapping an illustrative picture as displayed in Figure 21.
The invitation is sent using the button with a megaphone and a text "Invite". After
the session has been formed between UBI-hotspots, game is automatically launched.
Ubidoku periodically polls the collaborating player’s game instance to figure out if
the scripts on the remote hotspot have been loaded. After the both instances have
started, the grid is displayed for the both players. Achieved high scores from previously
completed games are also displayed on the screen during the game.

The game is designed to be used with a touch screen, without a possibility to man-
ually enter numbers using a keyboard. Available number selections, from 1 to 9, are
displayed in one row under the game grid. At the bottom of the screen, scores for both
players are displayed in different colors. Same colors are also used as a background
color for player inserted numbers in the grid. When the game starts, a total of 36 hints
are displayed in the grid (4 hints per subgrid) to help players get started. When player
wants to insert a number into the grid, he/she selects an empty cell in a grid by touch-
ing it. Upon selection, the selected cell is highlighted to indicate currently active cell.
When the cell is activated, player can click one of the numbers below the grid to insert
desired number to a selected position in a grid.
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(a) Ubidoku two-sided view (b) Ubidoku side-by-side view

Figure 28. Ubidoku game views.

Figure 29 displays components, which are involved in a Ubidoku game. There are at
least four physical entities offering services in one Ubidoku-game. Session Manager
is the first component in UBI-hotspot, which is used when starting the game. Depend-
ing on the started game mode, Session Manager communicates with other Session
Managers through RabbitMQ using STOMP protocol and Session messages. After the
session is established between hotspot instances, Session Manager launches Ubidoku
from the web-server that hosts HTML, CSS, and JavaScript-files, which constitutes
Ubidoku. Game is rendered on the hotspot screen and connected to the broker with
STOMP protocol. Ubidoku game instances communicate using application specific
Ubidoku messages, and the game instances can be located at the same hotspot or sep-
arate hotspots. All these communications are heard by the Logger, which is connected
to the broker using AMQP.

Figure 29. Ubidoku components.
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Under the hood, session initiator acts as a game master during the game session,
keeping record on the progress of the game. Collaborating player checks the validity
of an inserted number by sending a number request to the game master. Game master
then answers to the collaborating player the status of the requested number, which may
be valid, correct, or incorrect. Valid numbers conforms to the Sudoku rules for number
being unique in either a row, column or in a 3x3 sub-square for partially filled puzzle,
but are not the correct values in the final solution of the puzzle. Correct numbers are
valid and placed at the right position in the final solution. Incorrect numbers are nei-
ther valid nor final values for the cell. The result of the number request is delivered
to the collaborating player with an update-message shown in Listing 5.1. When the
game master inserts number to the grid, it is evaluated with the same criterion as ex-
plained above, but only update-message is sent to the collaborating player indicating
the change in the game grid. The newly inserted number is then displayed on the other
player’s grid, and in case of correctly inserted number, it is also made final so that it
cannot be changed any more.

Listing 5.1. Ubidoku update-message.
{

" m a s t e r _ i d " : " node0001 " ,
" o r i g i n _ i d " : " node0001 " ,
" s e s s i o n _ i d " : " yTrEUtQM1f2gtnNiIas5iAy0JeDMQWr4 " ,
" t imes t amp ":"2013−08−28T11 : 5 1 : 4 7 . 7 4 6 Z " ,
" o p e r a t i o n " : " u p d a t e " ,
" d a t a " : {" c e l l " : " x6_0 " ,

" v a l u e " : 5 ,
" p o i n t s ": −900 ,
" f i n a l V a l u e " : f a l s e }

}

Player is awarded 100 points upon finding a correct and a final value for the cell.
Incorrect or non-valid numbers reduces player’s accumulated points by 300, taking
them to negative points, if applicable. Penalty is given to players, hoping to hinder
the willingness to go through every cell one-by-one in order to guess correct values
with trial and error method. When the feedback from the number selection is given
to the player, behaviour with incorrect and non-valid numbers is the same: the cell is
highlighted with a red color for three seconds after an erroneous selection.

Messages exchanged between game instances are text-based, JSON-formatted event-
messages. In Listing 5.2 is displayed a message, that is transmitted at the beginning
of a new game. Message is sent by the game master to a collaborating player, and it
includes an initial grid for the game. Part of the message is omitted to display only
the numbers from the first row of the grid. The message consist of a game master’s ID
in a field master_id, message sending hotspot identification in origin_id, name of the
operation, session ID under which the game is played, timestamp in ISO 8601-format,
and the data itself. The data in an initial message holds a game grid. The location of
the cell in a grid is used as a key and the cell content is transmitted in the value. Cells
with non-zero value indicate a hint, while zero represents an empty cell.
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Listing 5.2. Initial grid in Ubidoku.
{

" m a s t e r _ i d " : " node0001 " ,
" o p e r a t i o n " : " s t a r t " ,
" o r i g i n _ i d " : " node0001 " ,
" s e s s i o n _ i d " : " 7 iWqi2fI0HaTGKVe1qZxTXtqVJTsBB4r " ,
" t imes t amp ":"2013−08−12T12 : 5 8 : 4 8 . 8 5 0 Z " ,
" d a t a " : {" x0_0 " : " 0 " ,

" x0_1 " : " 0 " ,
" x0_2 " : " 0 " ,
" x0_3 " : " 0 " ,
" x0_4 " : " 2 " ,
" x0_5 " : " 0 " ,
" x0_6 " : " 3 " ,
" x0_7 " : " 0 " ,
" x0_8 " : " 5 " ,
∗ o m i t t e d ∗
" x8_8 " : " 0 " }

}

5.4.3. Summary

Using middleware services to implement applications can bring in several benefits,
compared to situation where it is not available. If Ubidoku would have been developed
without the implemented kind of middleware solution, different decision would have
been made during the design and implementation. One significant difference comes
with Session Manager, as without it there would not be any way to launch an appli-
cation on remote hotspot. Only way for that to happen would have required the game
to be already active in a hotspot, when players want to battle. Currently Ubidoku
does not use any server-side implementation for the game logics, either one of the
Ubidoku-instances can act as a server side implementation during the game. Without
communication middleware, an external server would be needed to connect gaming
partners together. Logging the game events happens automatically when games are
played, without any need to write logging functionalities in the game.

Ubidoku assessed usage of UbiBroker in application development by utilizing all
newly implemented components with the game. As Ubidoku was implemented using
web technologies (HTML, CSS, and JavaScript), it did not require separate client to
be installed on the browser in order to connect with UbiBroker. Client-less opera-
tion was used with this approach and the simplicity of using the middleware boiled
down to using 4 lines of JavaScript-code (initialize client, connect to broker, subscribe
to topic, and send messages). Building published messages and handling of received
messages required more lines, but those were not connected to middleware interaction
itself. Even though the Logger was not part of Ubidoku implementation, messages
sent by different Ubidoku instances were all simultaneously listened by Logger ser-
vice. As the standardized protocols were used with Ubidoku (STOMP) and Logger
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(AMQP), interoperability between these components could be provided by the bro-
ker. Ubidoku was intended only for playing one-on-one game, and for this reason,
only two instances of the game are used. Communication between these instances is
performed with publish/subscribe type of messaging, and they are separated into an
isolated communication channel. Broadcast communication between game instances
is used in private channel.

Two targets were set for Ubidoku; first one was to develop a reference implemen-
tation using middleware services, and the second one was to promote spontaneous
interaction in the wild among hotspot users

In order to promote interaction between users, Ubidoku was first deployed on all
hotspots as a service among other games. With the first development version, users
were able to send invite to other hotspots in the network, hoping to find gaming part-
ner spontaneously. First version gathered data for the duration of 36 days starting
from 4th of July 2013. During this time the game was launched in UBI-hotspots 150
times. These game launches resulted to zero started games between separately located
hotspots.

Second version of Ubidoku was enhanced with locally played multiplayer function-
ality to play with a friend on one hotspot. The second version had possibility to play
game also locally with a friend. First version was taken out and the second version was
deployed to UBI-hotspots 9th of August 2013. In addition, Ubidoku was also added
to the quick-launch menu, which can promote four selected applications next to UBI-
hotspot main menu. During the next 36 days, Ubidoku was launched 959 times. As a
result, 285 actual games were started locally on one hotspot, and one game was started
between separately located hotspots.

Overall, from 4th of July to 21st of November Ubidoku has been launched 2 386
times, of which resulted to 793 started games.
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6. DISCUSSION

6.1. Achievement of objectives

The work in this thesis had three main objectives, which were introduced in section
1.2. This section discusses how those goals were fulfilled.

Decoupling of communicating processes was one of the goals, which was enabled
by using event-based publish/subscribe-type communication middleware. Logger was
implemented as its own, independent process, which is not directly connected with the
processes, who explicitly produce messages to be consumed by the logging instances.
There can be variable amount of logging instances performing the same operations,
but their existence and presence is invisible to the middleware users. Loggers may be
replaced, their number can be increased or decreased, or they can be taken away on
the fly, without affecting the operations of other processes. Using publish/subscribe
communication enables referential and synchronization decoupling, but in turn it also
supports addressing components directly to provide peer-to-peer (or client-server) mes-
saging.

Context information distribution was achieved by modifying existing manager-
components to send their events to the common communication channel. Context-
events are now distributed to common channels, where they can be picked up by soft-
ware components utilizing that information. This was used in Ubidoku-application
to display the amount of potential gaming partners. While finishing the implementa-
tion, several application developers decided to take this information in use. One of the
teams, participating in UBI Challenge 2013 [55], used the real-time context informa-
tion to select the displayed content on UBI-channel. The content selection was based
on the demographic information about the hotspot user. During the summer 2013, spe-
cially tailored UBI service portal was developed for Oulu city library. Hotspot’s default
"Touch me"-invitation was replaced with a preview on the library’s service portal, trig-
gered by new users next to library hotspot. In addition to this, context information is
used by the library portal to recommend personalized books, which might be relevant
for user’s sex and age.

Interaction between multi-application displays was realized with Session Man-
ager and evaluated with Ubidoku. Session manager provides a way to send session
invites between displays, and if required, it can also be used to remotely launch UBI-
portal services on remote displays. This kind of solution was used with Ubidoku on
the two-sided displays.

6.2. Further development

Logging facilities performed miserably in its current form. Messages could be con-
sumed from the queue with a decent rate, but inserting them to a MySQL-database
severely slowed down the performance. When the logging infrastructure is completely
moved over to operate on the new middleware, special attention needs to be put into
implementing this side of the service.

Currently UBI-hotspot’s internal software components are referentially, temporally,
and synchronously coupled, and in addition the system architecture is complex. This
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causes the hotspot internal software to be inflexible to support the requirements set
by new features. It is hard to move, remove, or replace individual components, as
they are tightly connected with each other. There is a recognized need to streamline
the design of these components, and one viable solution for UBI-hotspot’s internal
communication is publish/subscribe-based system implemented in each hotspot.

Single-instance broker introduces a single point of failure to the system. This short-
coming can be addressed by adding another broker instance to create a distributed bro-
ker cluster, or by using other similar options, which were presented in section 4.2.2.

In order to extend UbiBroker’s functionalities, object storage based on tuple space
can be implemented. This approach could allow central location to store state infor-
mation about each service in the network. One viable option to implement this may be
using work queues [56] in RabbitMQ for communication, and a self-made implemen-
tation on the server side to store the tuples.

Client connections with the broker are prone to errors, whether it is caused acciden-
tally by a broker crash or a temporary loss of network connection. The latter is highly
more likely to occur when using WLAN or mobile networks, and may become an issue
with mobile devices using heterogeneous networks. Clients need to be implemented
with a mechanism to reconnect to the broker.

Creating a huge amount of empty queues on RabbitMQ is an easy way to perform a
DoS (Denial of Service)-attack against the broker. This can be mitigated with measures
of creating each user fixed queues and denying users a permission to create new queues.
However, there is administrative overhead introduced by this procedure as each client
needs their own, predefined queue.

6.3. Summary

This thesis introduced an event-based communication middleware solution for ubiq-
uitous computing environment in Oulu. As the topic of communication middleware
is wide and complex itself, only a small portion of the theory was provided for the
reader in order to understand the context in this thesis. As a result of this thesis, new
middleware was implemented into ubiquitous computing environment.

The theory part covered several types of communication schemes and reflected how
each of them provided decoupling between middleware entities. A review on related
projects was presented and the best practices from them were included in the design.

The design for the middleware communication model and supporting services were
presented. Design introduced requirements, which were gathered from the experience
of the UBI-infrastructure administrator. Also requirements set by the future directions
were included in the design process. Based on these requirements, the designs for the
implemented components were made.

Design was turned into reality by using stable broker implementation as the central
point in the middleware. Session management functionalities and Ubidoku were im-
plemented twice, first version as a prototype mock-up, and then second version as an
integral part of the real environment. Middleware was evaluated with a heuristic eval-
uation of the system, performing performance measurements, and the implementation
was verified by creating a new game for UBI-hotspots, Ubidoku, which was deployed
to be played by the people roaming in the wild.
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